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Abstract
The discovery of neutrino oscillation revealed the existence of extremely light neutrinos.
Mass acquisition mechanism of neutrinos cannot be explained by Standard Model. However,
assuming that the neutrinos have a Majorana property, the fact that the neutrinos naturally
acquire a extremely light mass can be explained by the See-saw mechanism. The only
realistic method to verify Majorana property at this point, is neutrino-less double beta decay
observation. Double beta decay is a phenomenon which two beta decays occur in one nucleus
at the same time, emitting two electrons and two neutrinos (2νββ ). This decay is allowed by
the standard theory. If neutrinos have Majorana property, double beta decay without emitting
any neutrinos occur (0νββ ). Currently, various experiments around the world are searching
for 0νββ decay, however it has not been observed yet. Only the lower limit of decay half-life
is obtained.
KamLAND-Zen is an experiment searching for 0νββ decay using 136Xe as the double
beta decay nucleus, and the half-life limit T 0ν1/2 > 1.07×1026 yr (90% C.L.) was obtained. In
this experiment, one of the dominant background events is the 10C decay which is a spallation
product induced by the cosmic-ray muon. 10C background reduction is very important for
further investigation of 0νββ .
In this research, newly developed neural networks method for the particle identification is
applied to KamLAND-Zen data to reduce the 10C background further. The neural networks
lean the particle identification by processing a large amount of training samples. Author
optimized KamLAND-Zen Monte Carlo (KamLAND-Zen MC) to reproduce real data within
5% accuracy. A large amount of training samples is generated by the KamLAND-Zen MC to
implement into the neural networks method.
The neural networks were designed to classify the events into three categories such as
10C-oPs, 10C-pPs and ββ . The first two types of events are 10C decay backgrounds that
should be distinguished from ββ type events which is a "signal". It is successfully obtained
that the developed neural networks method has the 10C background reduction efficiency of
(55 ± 7.3)% with signal inefficiency of (20 ± 2.4)%.
The developed neural networks method was applied to the data of a part of volume region
in Period-2 where the background event was small in KamLAND-Zen, and the result of 0νββ
iv
decay half-life T 0ν1/2 > 6.8×1025 yr (90% C.L.) is obtained. By combining with the results
of other KamLAND-Zen periods, the 0νββ decay half-life improved to T 0ν1/2 > 1.12×1026
yr. This half-life limit corresponds to the effective Majorana neutrino mass limit
〈
mββ
〉
<
(60 - 161) meV (90% C.L.), where the range comes from by the uncertainty of the nuclear
model. This result is the best limit among 0νββ search experiments, and it is reaching near
the inverted mass hierarchy region.
This research shows that neural networks method has a potential to be a powerful method
to reduce the 10C background. Further improvement is expected by applying neural networks
method to the whole volume and the whole period. Furthermore, neural networks method
is expected to show its power in the next phase of KamLAND-Zen (KamLAND-Zen 800
or KamLAND2-Zen) which is aiming at verifying the Majorana property of neutrinos in
the inverted hierarchy region. The particle identification method, which developed in this
research, has brought about extremely important techniques for the future KamLAND-Zen
experiment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Neutrinos mass has not been required since being proposed by W. Pauli in 1930, however
the Super-Kamiokande experiment found that mass existed. Currently, we only know that
neutrinos mass is extremely small. In elementary particle standard theory, we are not be
able to explain the mass acquisition mechanism of this neutrino. However, assuming that the
neutrinos have a Majorana property, it is able to explain that the neutrinos naturally acquire a
extremely light mass by the See-saw mechanism. The only realistic method that is able to
verify Majorana property is zero neutrinos double beta (0νββ ) decay observation.
There are various 0νββ decay search experiments around the world. KamLAND-Zen
is the most advanced 0νββ decay search experiment. Currently, KamLAND-Zen realized
a extremely low background environment. Under that environment, the 10C decay is a
dominant background event in the 0νββ energy region. In order to further search for 0νββ
decay, it is necessary to reduce the 10C decay background.
In recent years, the technique of machine learning has been developing with learning
method or parallel accumulation technique on GPU are becoming easy to use. In particular,
mathematical techniques called neural networks composed of artificial neurons and synapses
are powerful in identifying photographs or language translations. Also, the neural networks
method is starting to benefit the fundamental physics research.
This research attempt to develop neural networks model and applying it to double beta
analysis for reducing 10C decay backgrounds. In this thesis, Chapter1 is for introduction and
Chapter2 describes about the neutrinos mass and Majorana neutrinos. Chapter3, 4 describes
the KamLAND-Zen detector and its data process. Chapter5 describes KamLAND-Zen
MC tuning for the neural networks leaning. Chapter6 describes developed neural networks
method and its performance. Chapter7 describes double beta analysis with applying the
neural networks method. Finally, this research is summarized, and we consider future
prospect in Chapter8.

Chapter 2
Neutrino Mass and Double Beta Decay
Neutrinos are kind of leptons in the Standard Model (SM). There are 3 types of neutrinos
in SM, and then they have no charges. Since proposing of neutrino by W. Pauli in 1930,
neutrino mass has not been required in SM. However, Super-Kamiokande discover neutrino
oscillation by measurement of atmospheric neutrinos and then the mass of neutrinos are not
zero. However, there are a lot of questions for specification of neutrinos. This section is for
describing the current situation of neutrino mass studies and explaining the relation between
neutrino mass and double beta decay.
2.1 Neutrino Mass [1]
2.1.1 Dirac Mass and Majorana Mass
From Dirac equation, Dirac mass term is written as
L = mDψ¯ψ (2.1)
where the combination ψψ¯ is Lorentz invariant and Hermitian. When requiring L to be
Hermitian, mD must be real. Using the following relation of two arbitrary spinors ψ and φ
with projection operators PR and PL,
ψ¯LφL = ψ¯PRPLφ = 0 ψ¯RφR = 0 (2.2)
it follows that
ψ¯φ = (ψ¯L+ ψ¯R)(φL+φR) = ψ¯LφR+ ψ¯RφL (2.3)
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In this way, Dirac mass term 2.1 is able to be formed to follow with Chiral components.
L = mD (ψ¯LψR+ ψ¯RψL) (2.4)
ψ¯RψL = (ψ¯LψR)† (2.5)
Considering the case of neutrinos, left-handed and right-handed Dirac neutrino must produce
such a mass term. In the Standard Model, only left-handed neutrinos are allowed to exist,
and then neutrinos are treated as massless particles.
Trying to switch the situation including ψc. The following three combinations of spinors
behaving like Lorentz scalars.
ψ¯cψc, ψ¯ψc, ψ¯cψ (2.6)
ψ¯cψc is Hermitian and equivalent to ψ¯ψ . ψ¯ψc and ψ¯cψ are in a relationship of Hermitian
conjugate. They are able to be presented as follow.
(ψ¯φ)† =
(
ψ†γ0φ
)†
= φ†γ0ψ = φ¯ψ (2.7)
Now we try to consider Majorana mass term. Chiral components are able to be presented as
follow.
ψcL,R = (ψ
c)R,L = (ψR,L)
c (2.8)
And Majorana mass term is written in
L =
1
2
(mMψ¯ψc+m∗Mψ¯
cψ) =
1
2
mMψ¯ψc+h.c. (2.9)
mM is called Majorana mass. From the above equation, we can get two Hermitian mass term:
L L =
1
2
mL (ψ¯LψcR+ ψ¯
c
RψL) =
1
2
mLψ¯LψcR+h.c. (2.10)
L R =
1
2
mR (ψ¯cLψR+ ψ¯Rψ
c
L) =
1
2
mRψ¯cLψR+h.c. (2.11)
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mL,R are real Majorana masses. Now we try to consider two Majorana fields
φ1 = ψL+ψcR (2.12)
φ2 = ψR+ψcL (2.13)
Using these fields, equations 2.10 and 2.11 are able to be rewritten as
L L =
1
2
mLψ¯1ψ1 (2.14)
L R =
1
2
mRψ¯2ψ2 (2.15)
In this situation, ψL,R are interaction eigenstates and φ1,2 are mass eigenstates to mL,R.
From equation 2.4, 2.10 and 2.11, the most general mass term is
2L = 2mD (ψ¯LψR+ ψ¯cLψ
c
R)+mLψ¯Lψ
c
R+mRψ¯
c
LψR+h.c. (2.16)
=
(
ψ¯L ψ¯cL
)( mL mD
mD mR
)(
ψcR
ψR
)
+h.c. (2.17)
= Ψ¯LMΨcR+ Ψ¯
c
RMΨL (2.18)
In the above equation, following was used
ΨL =
(
ψL
ψcL
)
=
(
ψL
(ψR)c
)
M =
(
mL mD
mD mR
)
(2.19)
(ΨL)c =
(
(ψL)c
ψR
)
=
(
ψcR
ψR
)
=ΨcR (2.20)
The elements of the mass matrix M are real in the case of CP conservation. When considering
neutrinos in the Standard Model, neutrinos interactions can exist only in ψL and ψcR (active
neutrinos). On the other hand, ψR and ψcL are not allowed. (i.e. They are not participants in
weak interaction) These are presented as follow.
ψL = νL, ψcR = ν
c
R, ψR = NR, ψ
c
L = N
c
L (2.21)
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And then, 2.18 can be rewritten as
2L = mD (ν¯LNR+ N¯cLν
c
R)+mRN¯
c
LNR+h.c. (2.22)
=
(
ν¯L N¯cL
)( mL mD
mD mR
)(
νcR
NR
)
+h.c. (2.23)
The mass eigenstates are obtained by diagonalizing M. They are given as
ψ1L = cosθψL− sinθψcL ψc1R = cosθψcR− sinθψR (2.24)
ψ2L = sinθψL+ cosθψcL ψ
c
2R = sinθψ
c
R+ cosθψR (2.25)
In the above equations, θ is the mixing angle. It is given by
tan2θ =
2mD
mR−mL (2.26)
And then, the corresponding mass eigenvalues are written as
m˜1,2 =
1
2
[
(mL+mR)±
√
(mL−mR)2+4m2D
]
(2.27)
To get positive masses, we use
m˜k = εkmk (2.28)
In the above, following is used.
mk = |m˜k| εk =±1(k = 1,2) (2.29)
Via the
φk = ψkL+ εkψckR (2.30)
two independent Majorana fields with masses m1 and m2 are introduced
φ1 = ψ1L+ ε1ψc1R (2.31)
= cosθ (ψL+ ε1ψcR)− sinθ (ψcL+ ε1ψR) (2.32)
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φ2 = ψ2L+ ε2ψc2R (2.33)
= sinθ (ψL+ ε2ψcR)+ cosθ (ψ
c
L+ ε2ψR) (2.34)
and, from the request of Majorana fields,
φ ck = (ψkL)
c+ εkψkL = εk (εkψckR+ψkL) = εkφk (2.35)
εk is the CP eigenvalues of the Majorana neutrinos φk. Using Majorana fields and masses,
finally we get follow.
2L = m1φ¯1φ1+m2φ¯2φ2 (2.36)
Now we try to consider about some case of relation between left-handed neutrinos and
right-handed neutrinos.
mL = mR = 0 (θ = 45◦)
It is resulting in m1,2 = mD and ε1,2 =∓1. As Majorana eigenstates, two degenerated states
emerge follow.
φ1 =
1√
2
(ψL−ψcR−ψcL+ψR) =
1√
2
(ψ−ψc) (2.37)
φ2 =
1√
2
(ψL+ψcR+ψ
c
L+ψR) =
1√
2
(ψ+ψc) (2.38)
By using them, Dirac field ψ is constructed in the following way.
1√
2
(φ1+φ2) = ψL+ψR = ψ (2.39)
From 2.36, mass term in this case is
L =
1
2
mD
(
φ¯1+ φ¯2
)
(φ1+φ2) = mDψ¯ψ (2.40)
This is the same as the Dirac mass term 2.1. i.e. Dirac neutrinos can be seen as a pair of
degenerated Majorana neutrinos, and the Dirac case is a special solution of the more general
Majorana case.
mD≫ mL,R, (θ ≈ 45◦)
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In this case, two Majorana fields φ1 and φ2 are almost degenerated with m1,2 ≈ mD. The
neutrinos under such a condition are called pseudo-Dirac neutrinos.
mD = 0 (θ = 0)
In this case, m1 = mL, m2 = mR and ε1,2 = 1. So two Majorana fields are
φ1 = ψL+ψcR (2.41)
φ2 = ψR+ψcL (2.42)
This condition is the pure Majorana case.
mR≫ mD, mL = 0 (θ = (mD/mR)≪ 1◦)
In this case, there are two mass eigenvalues as follow
mν = m1 =
m2D
mR
(2.43)
mN = m2 = mR
(
1+
m2D
m2R
)
≈ mR (2.44)
and ε1,2 =∓1. And then, the corresponding two Majorana fields are
φ1 ≈ ψL−ψcR (2.45)
φ2 ≈ ψcL+ψR (2.46)
The neutrinos mass generations of this case are better known as Seesaw Mechanism.
2.1.2 Seesaw Mechanism
It is well known that left-handed neutrino masses are extremely smaller than other Standard
Model particles. This problem is one of the mysteries of neutrino physics. Seesaw Mechanism
explains this problem by assuming the largeness Majorana neutrino masses[22].
Here we go back to equation 2.43 and 2.44. The Dirac fermion masses are generated
though the Higgs Mechanism. So the Dirac mass of neutrinos mD are subject to the range of
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electroweak energy scale ( MeV ∼ GeV ). On the other hand, Majorana mass of neutrinos
mR are not participants of the Standard Model. So Majorana masses are not subject to the
restriction of the Standard Model. From equation 2.43, if heavy mR exists, mν naturally
becomes lighter. From these behavior like a seesaw, this light mass generation mechanism is
called "Seesaw Mechanism". The Majorana masses in this mechanism is comparable to the
GUT scale.
2.2 Double Beta Decay [1]
Double beta decay is a nuclear beta decay in which two neutrons in the nucleus simultaneously
transit to protons. This is a rare process occurring only in specific nuclei. Double beta decay
is extremely important to verify that neutrinos are Majorana particles.
Double beta decay is a transition among isobaric isotopes. Using the Weizsäcker mass
formula, isobars can be described as
m(Z,A= constant) ∝ constant+αZ+βZ2+δP (2.47)
δP is the pairing energy, and it is defined as
δP =

−aPA−1/2 (even− even nuclei)
0 (event−odd and odd− even nuclei)
+aPA−1/2 (odd−odd nuclei)
(2.48)
aP ≈ 12 MeV. For odd A, the pairing energy vanishes resulting in one parabola with one
stable isobar ( Fig. 2.1). On the other hand, for even A, two parabolas separated by 2 δP
exist. Double beta decay only occurs in even-even nuclei. It means that double beta decay is
able to be interpreted as two subsequent beta decay via a virtual intermediate state. Thus, the
occurrence of double beta decay requires follow.
m(Z,A)> m(Z+2,A) (2.49)
In this process, following beta decay has to be forbidden.
m(Z,A)< m(Z+1,A) (2.50)
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Fig. 2.1 Nuclear mass as a function of the atomic number Z in the case of an isobar candidate
with A even (left) and A odd (right) [2]
As the general case, occurrence of double beta decay brings two anti-neutrinos emission.
(Z,A)→ (Z+2,A)+2e−+2ν¯e (2.51)
However assuming that neutrinos are Majorana particles, neutrino-less process is allowed.
(Z,A)→ (Z+2,A)+2e− (2.52)
Eq. 2.51 is called 2νββ decay, and Eq. 2.52 is called 0νββ decay. Their Feynman diagrams
correspond to Fig. 2.2.
Fig. 2.2 Feynman diagrams for 2νββ decay (left) and 0νββ decay (right) [3]
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2.2.1 2νββ Decay
2νββ decay process can be regarded as two simultaneous neutron decays. This decay mode
is allowed within the Standard Model, and its lepton number is conserved before and after
this process. A typical measurable value of this mode is its half-life time. It is written as(
T 2ν1/2
)−1
= G2ν
(
Qββ ,Z
) |M2ν |2 (2.53)
where G2ν
(
Qββ ,Z
)
is the four-particle phase-space factor and M2ν is nuclear matrix element
of 2νββ decay. Furthermore, phase-space factor has relation as follow.
G2ν
(
Qββ ,Z
)
∝
(
Qββ −K
)11 (2.54)
where Qββ is Q value of the double beta decay, and K is the summed energy of emitted
electrons. Thus, the energy spectrum of the observed electrons in this mode is a continuous
distribution (Fig. 2.3).
There are direct half-life measurement results in several isotopes with various experiments.
In any isotopes, the measured half-life is extremely long, the order of ∼ 1020 yr.
Table 2.1 Summary of half-life of 2νββ
Isotope T 2ν1/2 yr Q-value keV Ref.
48Ca→48 Ti 6.4×1019 4273.6 [23]
76Ge→76 Se 1.926×1021 2039.0 [24]
82Se→82 Kr 9.6×1019 2995.5 [25]
96Zr→96 Mo 2.35×1019 3347.7 [26]
100Mo→100 Ru 6.93×1018 3034.4 [27]
116Cd→116 Sn 2.74×1019 2813.5 [28]
130Te→130 Xe 7.0×1020 2527.0 [29]
136Xe→136 Ba 2.165×1021 2457.8 [30]
150Nd→150 Sm 6.4×1018 3371.4 [31]
2.2.2 0νββ Decay
Without leaving time from the publication of the paper by Majorana [32], the discussion
of 0νββ decay mode has begun. Different from 2νββ mode, this mode (Eq. 2.52) clearly
does not conserve lepton number, and it is not within the Standard Model. 0νββ decay is
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regarded as two subsequent steps as
(Z,A) → (Z+1,A)+ e−+ ν¯e (2.55)
(Z+1,A)+νe→ (Z+2,A)+ e− (2.56)
In the first neutron decay, a right-handed ν¯e is emitted. If neutrinos are Majorana particles,
this ν¯e has to be absorbed at the second neutron within the same nucleus as a left-handed νe.
Thus, the observation of 0νββ decay can be supportive evidence that neutrinos are Majorana
particles. In this mode, there is no neutrinos taking away energy. So the energy spectrum of
the observed electrons is a monochromatic peak (Fig. 2.3).
Fig. 2.3 The distribution of the sum of electron energies for 2νββ (dotted curve) and 0νββ
(solid curve) [2].
The half-life as typical measurable value of 0νββ decay is written as(
T 0ν1/2
)−1
= G0ν
(
Qββ ,Z
) |M0ν |2 〈mββ〉2 (2.57)
where G0ν
(
Qββ ,Z
)
is the phase-space factor for the emission of the two electrons, and M0ν
is nuclear matrix element of 0νββ decay.
〈
mββ
〉
is the effective Majorana mass of the
electron type neutrino, and it defined as
〈
mββ
〉 ≡ ∣∣∣∣∣ ∑k=1,2,3mkU2ek
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.58)
=
∣∣c212c213eiα1m1+ s212c213eiα2m2+ c213m3∣∣ (2.59)
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where α1,2 are the unknow Majorana phases. m1,2,3 are the mass eigenvalues of neutrinos,
and Uek are the mixing matrix elements which are measured by the neutrino oscillation
experiments. From these relations, we can measure the neutrino effective mass
〈
mββ
〉
by
measuring the 0νββ half-life T 0ν1/2.
However, the neutrino mass hierarchy has a great effect on T 0ν1/2 and
〈
mββ
〉
as can be seen
from Eq. 2.59. There are three kinds of neutrino mass hierarchy, Normal Hierarchy (NH),
Inverted Hierarchy (IH) and Degenerate Hierarchy (DH). The mass hierarchy of neutrinos
have not been revealed yet. So even if measuring T 0ν1/2 will be successful, the possible range
of
〈
mββ
〉
is wide (Fig. 2.4). Furthermore, the nuclear matrix element, the phase-space factor
and Majorana phases enlarge this possible range of
〈
mββ
〉
.
Fig. 2.4 The effective Majorana mass
〈
mββ
〉
as a function of the mass of the lightest neutrino
[2]. The filled areas are affected by the uncertainties of the Majorana phases and mixing
parameters.
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2.2.3 Phase Space Factor
The phase-space factor (PSF) is one of the key quantities for estimating the neutrino effective
mass from the half-life of 0νββ decay. The PSF is a function of the atomic number Z and
Q-value. For the 0νββ decay, the emitted particles are only two electrons so the PSF is
expressed as
G0ν
(
0+→ 0+)= 2
4g4AR
2
Aln2
∫ Qββ+mec2
mec2
f (0)11 ω0νdε1 (2.60)
where RA = 1.2A1/3 is the nuclear radius, f
(0)
11 is the electron phase factor, ε1 is the electron
energy and
ω0ν =
g4A (GcosθC)
4
16π5
(
mec2
)2 (
h¯c2
)
(p1c)(p2c)ε1ε2 (2.61)
The latest PSF is calculated by using the Coulomb distortion of the electron wave
functions which is numerically solved the Dirac equation with inclusion of the finite nuclear
size and electron screening effects [33]. From this calculation method, the PSF for the 0νββ
decay of 136Xe is computed as G0ν = 14.54×10−15 yr−1. The uncertainty is estimated to
be ∼7%, and it comes from the nuclear radius, Q-value and the screening of electrons.
2.2.4 Nuclear Matrix Elements
The relation between half-life of the 0νββ decay and the neutrino effective mass is influenced
by the nuclear matrix elements (NME) same as the PSF. The current 0νββ decay experiments
use various isotopes, and the NME is specific to the isotope. The NME is important to
compare the sensitivity of the neutrino effective mass in these experiments.
The NME of the 0νββ decay is given by coupling of the Gamow-Teller (GT), Fermi (F)
and tensor (T) parts as
M0ν =MGT0ν −
g2V
g2A
MF0ν +M
T
0ν (2.62)
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where
MGT0ν =
2R
πg2A
∫ ∞
0
|q|d|q| ⟨ f |∑
a,b
j0 (|q|rab)hGT (|q)σa ·σb
|q|+E− (Ei+E f )/2 τ+a τ+b |i⟩ (2.63)
MF0ν =
2R
πg2A
∫ ∞
0
|q|d|q| ⟨ f |∑
a,b
j0 (|q|rab)hF (|q)
|q|+E− (Ei+E f )/2τ+a τ+b |i⟩ (2.64)
MT0ν =
2R
πg2A
∫ ∞
0
|q|d|q| ⟨ f |∑
a,b
j2 (|q|rab)hT (|q)
[
3σ j · rˆabσk · rˆab−σa ·σb
]
|q|+E− (Ei+E f )/2 τ+a τ+b |i⟩
(2.65)
In the above equations, the quantity rab = |xa−xb| is the magnitude of the inter-nucleon
position vector, rˆab = (xa−xb)/rab is the corresponding unit vector, j0 and j2 are the
spherical Bessel functions. Each h parameters called neutrino potentials are defined as
hGT (|q|) ≡ g2A
(
q2
)− qA (q2)gP (q2)q2
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)
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)
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(2.68)
Here, it is impossible to calculate the NME due to the complication of the nuclear
structure and interactions. The NME is calculated approximately in some types of approach
(Fig. 2.5). For example, the shell model (SM) is a well-established many-body method. This
model considers that the nucleons around the Fermi level are the most important for low
energy nuclear properties, and the relation between nucleons are relevant. The other major
model is the quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA). This model includes the
number of single-particle orbits different from the shell model. The other than these models,
there are the interacting boson model (IBM) which takes in the collective motions, or the
energy density functional methods (EDF) which take in the relatively simple corrections of
large single-particle to the mean fields theory.
The NME for 0νββ decay calculated by these models has a difference of up to a factor
of ∼6. This inconvenient uncertainty makes it difficult to compare the neutrino effective
mass to be measured in several isotopes.
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Fig. 2.5 [4] Top panel; The nuclear matrix elements for the 0νββ decay M0ν candidates as a
function of mass number A.
The shell model (SM) from the Strasbourg-Madrid (black circles), Tokyo (black circle in
48Ca) and Michigan (black bars).
The interacting boson model (IBM-2, green squares).
The quasiparticle random-phase approximation (QRPA) from the Tübingen (red bars),
Jyväskylä (orange times signs), and Chapel Hill (magenta crosses).
The energy density functional theory (EDF): relativistic (downside cyan triangles), and
non-relativistic (blue triangles).
The error bars of QRPA are from the use of two realistic nuclear interactions, and the error
bars of SM are from the use of several different treatments of short range correlations.
Bottom panel; The corresponding 0νββ decay half-lives T 0ν1/2 scaled by the m
2
ββ .
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2.3 Double Beta Decay experiment
Double beta decay experiment represented by measuring the half-life of 0νββ is the only
realistic method to verify neutrinos are the Majorana particles. However, the observation of
0νββ decay is difficult because it is extremely rare decay. Therefore, it is better to satisfy
the following conditions.
• Use a large amount of ββ decay isotopes
It raises up the probability of the 0νββ decay.
• Low background environment
The 0νββ decay signal must not be under the background signal.
• High energy resolution
As a Fig. 2.3 suggests, the 0νββ decay makes a peak at the endpoint of the 2νββ
spectrum, and the 2νββ decay events becomes the background due to the limit of the
energy resolution of the detector. Therefore, the energy resolution of the detector is
one of the indicator of the quality of the experiment.
Currently there are a lot of 0νββ decay experiments in the world because of its impor-
tance. The famous 0νββ experiments excepts for the KamLAND-Zen are listed below.
EXO-200
The Enriched Xenon Observatory (EXO) is an experiment aimed at detecting 0νββ
decay of 136Xe. The facility is located at a depth of 1,585 m.w.e in the WIPP. The identity
of the EXO-200 is using a time projection chamber (TPC). The TPC is filled with large
amount of liquid Xenon which is 80.6 ± 0.1% enriched in 136Xe. The ions generated by
the reaction drift due to the electric field applied in the chamber, and they are caught by
the collection grids on cathode side. In addition to this ionization signal, the scintillation
lights of liquid Xenon are detected by using the avalanche photodiode (APD). By comparing
two kinds of signals, the high energy resolution (σ/E = 1.23% at Qββ ) is realized, and the
discrimination of β -like particles and α-like particles becomes possible. And the topological
classification is used to discriminate β -like particles and γ-like particles. The β -like particles
are reconstructed as ”single-site” (SS), and the γ-like particles are reconstructed as ”multi-site”
(MS). SS events are used in ββ analysis because of almost ββ decay events are classified to
SS.
The EXO-200 with 150 kg of Xenon called ”Phase I” took data from Sep.2011 to
Feb.2014. After closing of ”Phase I”, the detector was upgraded such as improving the
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electric field for drifting and implementing the systems to suppress radon. Updated EXO-
200 called ”Phase II” has taking data since May 2016. The obtained half-life of 0νββ by
combining with the ”Phase I” and ”Phase II” as[34]
T 0ν1/2 > 1.8×1025 yr (90% C.L.) (2.69)
This half-life corresponds to an upper limit of the neutrino effect mass
〈
mββ
〉
< (147−398)
meV.
GERDA
The Germanium Detector Array (GERDA) is the 0νββ decay experiment by using high
purity germanium (HPGe) detectors enriched in 76Ge. The facility is located at a depth of
3,500 m.w.e in the LNGS. The characteristics of HPGe is that the 0νββ source itself is a
detector, and it has a extremely high energy resolution as described later. The HPGe detectors
are arranged in strings within the 64 m3 of liquid Argon. The liquid Argon has the role of
cooling the detectors and shielding medium. And the liquid Argon tank is enclosed by a
large tank containing 590 m3 of ultra-pure water which has role of shielding medium and a
Cherenkov veto system. The first phase of the GERDA called ”Phase I” started in 2011 with
15.6 kg of enriched Ge detectors and low-background natural Ge detectors. In the Phase I,
a part of natural Ge detector was replaced by 3.6 kg of Broad Energy Germanium (BEGe)
detector. The energy resolution of enriched Ge detectors and BEGe detectors were 4.8 ±
2 keV and 3.2 ± 2 keV at Qββ = 2019 keV. By combining the exposure of 21.6 kg yr of
Phase I with previous experiments i.e. International Germanium Experiment (IGEX) and
Heidelberg-Moscow (HDM) experiment, it obtained the half-life limit of 0νββ decay as[35]
T 0ν1/2 > 3.0×1025 yr (90% C.L.) (2.70)
After Phase I, GERDA started Phase II with additional 20.0 kg of BEGe detectors from 2015.
By combining the previous data, GERDA obtained the following results[36].
T 0ν1/2 > 8.0×1025 yr (90% C.L.) (2.71)
This half-life corresponds to an upper limit of the neutrino effective mass
〈
mββ
〉
< (0.12−
0.26) eV.
CUORE
The Cryogenic Underground Laboratory for Rare Events (CUORE) is an experiment to
search 0νββ decay of 130Te by using the bolometric detectors. The facility is located at a
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depth of 3,400 m.w.e in the LNGS. The bolometric detectors have a superior sensitivity for
the energy deposit from the particle interactions. At the interactions in the TeO2 crystals used
in CUORE, the temperature of the crystals rises slightly, and then it is converted to electrical
signal by temperature-dependent resistors (thermistors). To detect the slight temperature
rising, the crystals are on the ultra-cold environments (∼10 mK) by cryostat. To realize such
the environments at large system, it requires the technique to defend the thermal flow from
outer side. 130Te has the highest natural isotopic abundance (34.176%) of any ββ candidate
isotopes. CUORE uses 40.8 kg of TeO2 crystals and the energy resolution is 7.7 ± 0.5 keV
(FWHM) at Qββ = 2.527 MeV. By combining the exposure of 86.3 kg yr with previous
experiments i.e. Cuoricino and CUORE-0, it obtained the half-life limit of 0νββ decay
as[37]
T 0ν1/2 > 1.5×1025 yr (90% C.L.) (2.72)
This half-life corresponds to an upper limit of the neutrino effective mass
〈
mββ
〉
< (110−
520) meV.

Chapter 3
KamLAND-Zen Experiment
KamLAND-Zen (KamLAND Zero neutrino double beta decay search experiment) is an
experiment aiming at detecting 0νββ decay of 136Xe. KamLAND-Zen started data taking in
October 2011. Then, in October 2015, data taking had finished to prepare for the next phase
of KamLAND-Zen (KamLAND-Zen 800). The idea of KamLAND-Zen is described in this
chapter.
3.1 Overview of KamLAND-Zen Experiment
KamLAND-Zen is an upgrade experiment from KamLAND which was originally built to
investigate neutrino oscillations of electron anti-neutrinos from nuclear reactors by using
liquid scintillator technique. KamLAND is located in Kamioka mine, ∼1,000 m below the
top of Mt. Ikenoyama corresponding to 2,700 m.w.e. KamLAND liquid scintillator achieved
radioactive contamination level, and cosmic-ray muon rate is suppressed down to 10−5 of
the ground level. KamLAND-Zen uses 136Xe as 0νββ decay nuclei. 136Xe, which is gas
under room temperature, is dissolved into liquid scintillator. Total amount of Xe is 300 kg
and the enrichment of 136Xe is (90.77±0.08)%. The Xe loaded liquid scintillator is filled in
a nylon balloon. The balloon is suspended in the center of the KamLAND liquid scintillator
(Fig. 3.1). Double beta decay of 136Xe are shown below.
(2ν mode) 136Xe→136 Ba+2e−+2ν¯e (3.1)
(0ν mode) 136Xe→136 Ba+2e− (3.2)
The physical quantity that KamLAND-Zen measures is total energy of two electrons. Energy
spectra similar to Fig.2.3 are obtained, as data is accumulated. Since total energy of two
electrons from 0νββ is mono energetic, an event peak at 2.458 MeV should be observed. It
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is very important to reduce background events as low as possible in this energy region and to
have better energy resolution to separate 0νββ peak from tail of 2νββ energy distribution.
Half life of the 136Xe 0νββ is extracted from the number of 0νββ events.
KamLAND-Zen started data acquisition in October 2011. The first phase of KamLAND-
Zen is called Phase-I using 320 kg of Xe. However, unexpected background was found in Xe
loaded liquid scintillator, Xe gas and liquid scintillator were purified and Phase-II was started
in December 2013 with 383 kg of Xe. Finally, the operation of KamLAND-Zen (Phase-I +
Phase-II) was completed at October 2015.
The information of Phase-I and Phase-II are follow.
Phase-I
• October 12 2011 (First run) - June 14 2012 (Final run before XeLS purification)
• Fiducial radius : 1.35 m
• 136Xe exposure : 89.5 kg yr
• Sub-period DS-1 : Before XeLS filtration work
• Sub-period DS-2 : After XeLS filtration work
Phase-II
• December 11 2013 (First run after purification) - October 27 2015 (Final run before
source calibration)
• Fiducial radius : 2.0 m
• 136Xe exposure : 504 kg yr (R < 2.0 m), 126 kg yr (R < 1.0 m)
3.2 KamLAND Detector
KamLAND was originally designed and built to study neutrino oscillations of electron
anti-neutrinos from nuclear power reactors. KamLAND consists of mainly two components,
Inner detector (ID) and Outer detector (OD). ID is a liquid scintillator detector that acts as
a target of electron anti-neutrinos. OD is a water Cherenkov detector that acts as a cosmic
muon veto and a shielding against external gamma rays and neutrons.
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Fig. 3.1 KamLAND-Zen detector
3.2.1 Inner Detector
The ID is a primary detector using 1 kt of liquid scintillator in KamLAND. The liquid
scintillator is filled in a transparent balloon (Outer Balloon) of 13 m in diameter. The Outer
balloon is surrounded by non-scintillating buffer oil layer. Buffer oil prevents gamma rays
from PMT glass from scintillating in front go the photomultipliers (PMTs). KamLAND uses
1,325 of 17” PMTs and 554 of 20” PMTs in ID for optical sensor. All of ID components are
enclosed in a stainless tank of 18 m in diameter.
KamLAND Liquid Scintillator
KamLAND uses liquid scintillator technique. Liquid scintillator is a device for radiation
detection. It emits light when it is hit by charged particles. Since the scintillation light is
about 100 times as bright as Water Cherenkov light, KamLAND energy threshold can be
much lower than that of Water Cherenkov detector.
Chemical composition of the KamLAND liquid scintillator is summarized in Tab. 3.1.
Pseudo-Cumene (PC) is energy transfer, PPO is the source of scintillation. Although PC
provides more light, light transparency decreases. Dodecane is used to achieve good light
transparency in a large volume of liquid scintillator. The composition of these three compo-
nents was optimized to achieve the maximum light detection. The light yield of KamLAND
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LS is ∼8300 photon/MeV[38], by multiplying the light collecting efficiency and quantum
efficiency of PMTs, 17” PMTs obtain ∼300 p.e./MeV (p.e. means photo electron) and
17”PMTs + 20”PMTs obtain ∼500 p.e./MeV.
Table 3.1 The composition of the KamLAND liquid scintillator (KamLAND LS)
Material Compositional formula Density Volume ratio
N-12 (Dodecane) C12H26 0.749 80%
PC (1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene) C9H12 0.875 20%
PPO (2,5-Diphenyloxazole) C15H11NO - 1.36 g/L
Total (KamLAND LS) - 0.77721 -
Buffer Oil
There is ∼1.2 kt of buffer oil layer between outer balloon and stainless tank where PMTs are
installed. Buffer oil is the mixture paraffin oil of 53% N-12 and 47% P250. Owing to the
characteristics of P250 (iso-paraffin, CnH2n+2, n∼14) that has the long light transmittance,
buffer oil suppresses the light emission from radioactive decay in PMTs. Density of buffer
oil is adjusted 0.1% to 0.3% lower than density of KamLAND LS.
Outer Balloon
KamLAND LS is contained in a spherical balloon (thickness is 135 µm, diameter is 13
m). The balloon consists of 44 gore. A gore has five-layer structure, three layers of nylon
films sandwiched between EVOH (Ethylene Vinylalcohol Copolymer) layer from both sides.
Chemical compatibility in liquid scintillator and light transparency were checked. EVOH
prevents Radon gas from penetrating into KamLAND liquid scintillator. The balloon is
suspended by 44 Kevlar ropes. These Kevlar ropes are connected to load cells, and balloon
weight are monitored at all times. Radioactivity of balloon film and Kevlar ropes fulfill the
requirements (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 Radioactivity of Balloon film and Kevlar rope
Radioactive Balloon film Kevlar rope
238U 0.018 ppb (0.02 Bq) 0.08 ppb (0.1 Bq)
232Th 0.014 ppb (0.006 Bq) 0.8 ppb (0.33 Bq)
40K 0.27 ppb (7.2 Bq) 1.2 ppb (31 Bq)
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Optical Sensor
The ID has 1,325 of 17” PMTs (Fig. 3.3a, Fig. 3.4; Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. R7250) and
554 of 20” PMTs (Fig. 3.3b; Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. R3250). The spherical stainless
steel tank consists of 30 diamond shape planes. Each diamond plane has ∼ 64 PMTs as
shown in Fig. 3.2.
HitTiming
Three hits/Diamond -> Diamond hit timing
4Fig. 3.2 Two dimensional development view of PMTs array in KamLAND ID
The 20” PMTs are reused from Kamiokande experiment which was Water Cherenkov
experiment. They were renovated for organic solvent resistant. 20” PMTs are adopted the
Venetian-Blind type of dynode which has larger aperture. The 17” PMTs of KamLAND
were newly developed for KamLAND. 17” PMTs are adopted the Line-Focus type of dynode
which has better timing resolution. Although diameter of the 17” PMT is originally 20”, the
edge of the photoelectric surface is masked, and 17” of central photoelectric surface is only
used to get better timing resolution. Transit time spread (TTS) of 20” PMT and 17” PMT are
6 ns and 3.5 ns respectively. The photo-cathode coverage of 17” PMTs and 20” PMTs in ID
are 22% and 12% respectively, and 34% in total. The quantum efficiency becomes maximum
at the light wavelength region around 350-400 nm. As an example, Figure 3.6 shows the
quantum efficiency for the light wavelength of 17inch PMT.
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(a) 17” PMT (R7250) (b) 20” PMT (R3250)
Fig. 3.3 Structure of PMTs[5]
Table 3.3 Resistance and Capacitance in bleeder circuit of 17” PMT (R7250)[5]
PRT No. Description PRT No. Description
R1 2.22 MΩ R12 480 kΩ
R2 72 kΩ R13 100 kΩ
R3 408 kΩ R15 10 kΩ
R4 600 kΩ R14, R16 ∼ R18 50 Ω
R5 396 kΩ R19 75 Ω
R6 204 kΩ C1 ∼ C3 10 nF
R7 ∼ R9 120 kΩ C4, C5 1000 pF
R10 240 kΩ C6, C7 4700 pF
R11 360 kΩ
2.2. 33
2.2.3
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20
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17
2.7 17 2.3
18.5 : 0.6 : 3.4 : 5 : 3.3 : 1.7 : 1
: 1 : 1: 2 : 3 : 4 5..32 MΩ
2.7: 17
PRT No. REQ’D Description PRT No. REQ’D Description
R1 1 2.22 MΩ R12 1 480 kΩ
R2 1 72 kΩ R13 1 100 kΩ
R3 1 408 kΩ R15 1 10 kΩ
R4 1 600 kΩ R14, R16∼R18 4 50 Ω
R5 1 396 kΩ R19 1 75 Ω
R6 1 204 kΩ C1∼C3 3 10 nF
R7∼R9 3 120 kΩ C4, C5 2 1000 pF
R10 1 240 kΩ C6, C7 2 4700 pF
R11 1 360 kΩ
2.3:
Fig. 3.4 17inch PMT bleeder circuit[5]
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Fig. 3.5 TTS of 17” PMT(R7250; yellow fill) and 20” PMT(R3600; dashed line)[5]
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3.2.2 Outer Detector
The OD is a ∼3,200 m3 of pure water Cherenkov detector in KamLAND. The OD has a role
of cosmic-ray muon veto and a shielding external gamma rays and neutrons. The OD also
have a role of cooling the ID heated by the PMTs. The inner surface of the OD is covered
with Tyvek sheet (DuPont-Asahi Flash Spun Products Co., Ltd., Tyvek 1073B) as light
reflector. The OD has 225 of 20” PMTs which are also reuse from Kamiokande experiment.
There are 16 of 8” PMTs and 6 of 5” PMTs around the chimney structure of the spherical
tank as shown is Fig. 3.7.
(a) Schematic of chimney
(b) Arrangement of 8” PMTs and 5”
PMTs
Fig. 3.7 Layout of chimney[6]
3.2.3 LS Purification System
In order to achieve the low radioactive environment, there are two types of liquid scintillator
purification system.
1st LS Purification System
One of the purification systems is the water extraction system called "1st purification system"
(Fig. 3.8). This system is connected to the KamLAND detector through piping placed in the
tunnel inside the KamLAND facility, and it is able to circulate LS. The system consists of 3
filters to remove particles, a water extraction tower and a nitrogen purge tower. Purified water
is supplied into the tower from the top and KamLAND LS is supplied into the tower from the
bottom. Water and LS are stirred uniformly in the tower. Water goes down and LS goes up
without mixing. Ion component of the impurity is extracted from the LS by the water flow.
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A nitrogen purge tower is a facility for feeding nitrogen to LS. It has the role of removing
the radioactive rare gas element 222Rn, 85Kr and 39Ar. In addition to this, it removes a small
amount of residual moisture from water extraction process, and oxygen gas dissolved in LS.
Fig. 3.8 Schematic of the 1st LS purification system [7]
2nd LS Purification System
The reduction efficiency of radioactive backgrounds by 1st purification system is not enough
for KamLAND-Zen. Therefore, in order to further reduce radioactive backgrounds, the LS
distillation facility called "2nd purification system" (Fig. 3.9), was built in the mine. The
system consists of 3 distillation towers for PC, Decane and PPO in series, whose boiling
points are 169◦C, 174.2◦C and 360◦C respectively. They are separated in the order of boiling
point from lowest to highest.
Liquid scintillator (PC + Dodecane + PPO) is distilled in the first tower. PC component,
which has the lowest boiling point, is boiled in the first distillation tower. Rest of the liquid
in the first distillation tower is sent to the 2nd distillation tower. Dodecane component is
distilled in the 2nd tower and PPO component which has the highest boiling point is distilled
in the 3rd tower as well. Each component is stored in its storage tank and then mixed together
in a product storage tank. The density of the mixed liquid scintillator is controlled within
accuracy of 10−3 g/cm3. The distillation removes 210Pb from liquid scintillator. The purified
liquid scintillator is sent to KamLAND through the N2 purge tower where radioactive rare
gas element 222Rn, 85Kr and 39Ar are removed.
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Fig. 3.9 Schematic of the 2nd LS purification system [7]
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3.2.4 Water Purification System
Mine water is purified and supplied into the OD. The water purification system consists
of two pre-filters (10 µm and 5 µm) in series and a Reverse Osmosis Membrane filter
followed by a UV sterilizer to prevent bacteria from breeding in the OD. This system can
reduce radioactive impurities to the level to 10−13 g/g for 238U and 232Th. About 8 m3/hr
purified water is filled into the OD from bottom and overflow water returns back to the Water
purification system.
3.3 KamLAND-Zen components
The main component of KamLAND-Zen is Xe loaded liquid scintillator (Xe-LS). Xe-LS is
filled in an inner balloon. The inner balloon is suspended in the KamLAND liquid scintillator
volume by supporting structures. Xe is dissolved into liquid scintillator at Xe handling
facility after Xe is purified at Xe purification system.
3.3.1 Xenon Dissolved Liquid Scintillator
Table 3.4 is the composition of the Xe-LS. In Xe-LS, N-10 is used as the diluent instead
of N-12. Since Xe component forces the density of liquid scintillator higher. N-10 has
lower density than N-12 and it cancels the density increased by Xe. Since Xe in the liquid
scintillator decreases light yield, PPO is used as twice as KamLAND LS. The mixture of
these components is determined to adjust the Xe-LS density slightly higher than KamLAND
LS and to make the total load of the Xe-LS lower than 100 N in the KamLAND-LS.
Table 3.4 The composition of the Xenon dissolved liquid scintillator (Xe-LS)
Material Compositional formula Density @ 15 ◦C Volume ratio
Phase-I Phase-II
N-10 (Decane) C10H22 0.735 82.3% 80.7%
PC (1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene) C9H12 0.875 17.7% 19.3%
PPO (2,5-Diphenyloxazole) C15H11NO - 2.7 g/L 2.29 g/L
Total (Xe-LS) - 0.77721 -
3.3.2 Inner Balloon
Xe-LS is contained in a drop-shaped inner balloon (IB) having a diameter of 3.16 m and a
height of 4.55 m (Fig. 3.10). A main sphere of the inner balloon is constructed by 24 gored
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nylon films. At the bottom of the main sphere, a 24 squared nylon film connects each of
gored nylon films. The thickness of the nylon film is 25 µm. They are connected each other
by welding technique. And the radioactive contaminations such as 238U, 232Th and 40K are
low enough. In order to weld films with no-leaks, two nylon belts are used on each welding
line which protects the welding line from direct heat of welding machine that can make tiny
holes. All of nylon films are cleaned by ultra-sonic cleaning in ultra-pure water bath. They
are constructed in the super clean room classified as ”Class 1”. The required specification for
the inner balloon is below.
• High strength : > 10 N/m
• Light transparency : > 95%
• Low radioactive contamination : < 10 −12 g/g (238U, 232Th), < 10 −11 g/g (40K)
• Low radioactive contamination
– 238U : < 10 −12 g/g (required), 9×10−12 g/g (measured by ICP-MS)
– 232Th : < 10 −12 g/g (required), 11×10−12 g/g (measured by ICP-MS)
– 40K : < 10 −11g/g (required), 1.2×10−11 g/g (measured by ICP-MS)
• Xenon gas leak : < 4 kg / 5 yr
3.3.3 Supporting Structure
Corrugated tube
A main sphere of the inner balloon is connected to a 7 m of corrugated nylon tube through
a nylon cone parts and nylon straight tube. The corrugated tube is connected to a SUS flange
(M5A) at the top of the KamLAND chimney. Since clearance above the KamLAND chimney
where the inner balloon is installed is not high enough, therefore flexible corrugated tube is
used.
Connection pieces
A nylon straight tube and a corrugated tube are sandwiched by PEEK (PolyEther Ether
Ketone) pieces for their connection. PEEK contains radioactive impurities such as 60Co. The
radioactive decay events at PEEK are used for timing calibration run by run.
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Belts and Strings
The inner balloon is supported by 12 nylon belts from the bottom to the equator. The nylon
belt is made of two nylon films which are welded at the center line to obtain enough strength.
Each belt is connected to Vectran strings at 3 m above from center of the inner balloon.
Although Vectran contains radioactive impurities higher than nylon films, Vectran is used
for better strengh, instead. The Vectran strings are washed by ultra-sonic cleaning with
PC/dodecane, ethanol and ultra-pure water. The radioactive contamination of Vectran strings
is 1.9×10−10 g/g, 4.4×10−10 g/g and 5.4×10−19 g/g for 238U, 232Th and 40K respectively.
Each Vectran strings is connected a load cell. The inner balloon weight is monitored the load
cells all the time.
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Fig. 3.10 Schematic of the Inner Balloon [8]
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3.3.4 Xenon System
The Xenon system was newly constructed for KamLAND-Zen. The Xenon system consists
of "Xenon Handling System" and "Xenon Distillation System".
Xenon Handling System
Xenon handling system has the following functions (Fig. 3.11).
• Xe gas bubbling function in main tank to dissolve the Xe into LS
• LS density control with 0.005-0.01% accuracy
• LS circulation control between the Xe system and the inner balloon
• Xe recovery from Xe-LS
The system consists of 4 tanks (Main Tank, Sub Tank, Control Tank, Reservoir Tank),
and 2 traps (Xenon Trap, LS Trap) and 2 compressors. Xe gas is transferred to the main tank
though bubbling ports from the reserver tank and is dissolved into liquid scintillator. The Xe
loaded LS is transferred to the sub tank. After the density of the Xe loaded LS is adjusted by
adding PC/NP from the control tank, Xe loaded LS is transferred to the IB.
Xe component can be recovered from LS by degassing. Since the extracted Xe gas
contains vaporized LS, LS is trapped in the LS trap (−70∼−50 ◦C) and compressed into the
reserver tank. Since liquid scintillator remaining in the main tank still contains a little amount
of Xe, the residual Xe is extracted away with nitrogen bubbling. The Xe is separated from
the carrier gas (nitrogen) in the Xe trap (∼−100 ◦C) where Xe is condensed and nitrogen is
not. The carrier gas is exhausted after the Xe is trapped.
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Fig. 3.11 Schematic of xenon handling system [9]
Xenon Distillation System
Xenon distillation system (Fig. 3.12) is for purifying Xe gas. Original Xe gas or recovered
Xe gas from Xe-LS include radioactive contaminants, nitrogen gas, oxygen, water, etc. In
order to use getter which is able to capture metals, nitrogen concentration must be less than
50 ppm. Therefore, N2 component is separated from Xe by distillation.
Xe gas containing N2 is transferred into the distillation tower through a getter where O2
and H2O are removed. The distillation tower has a refrigerator on top. The temperature of the
refrigerator is controlled to be the boiling point of Xe. Xe gas is condensed at the refrigerator
and is dropped to the bottom of the tower while N2 that has lower boiling point stays in gas.
There is a heater at the bottom of the distillation tower to avoid the Xe from freezing.
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changing by one step in each cell. The number of theoretical cells is
calculated for given boundary conditions of F, D,W, xF, xW, xD and R.
For an equilibrium of liquid and gas phases in a mixture of ele-
ments (in this case, Kr and Xe), the partial pressures of the gas
phase elements (expressed as pKr and pXe, respectively) can be re-
lated to the fraction of each element in the liquid phase (expressed
as xKr and xXe) by Raoult’s law
pKr ¼ PKr " xKr ð1Þ
pXe ¼ PXe " xXe ð2Þ
where PKr and PXe are the vapor pressures of the corresponding ele-
ments (2090 kPa and 201.4 kPa, respectively, at 178 K). Using Rao-
ult’s law, the concentrations of Kr in the gas phase (yKr) and the
liquid phase (xKr) can be related by the equation
yKr ¼
a " xKr
1þ ða& 1ÞxKr ð3Þ
where a is the ratio of vapor pressures of Kr and Xe, PKr/PXe (10.4 at
178 K). Eq. (3) is called the ‘‘equilibrium curve”, and it is shown by
the thick solid curve in Fig. 2b. For each theoretical cell, the gas- and
liquid phase Kr concentrations in the neighboring cells are related
by conservation of mass flow, and may be expressed as:
ynþ1 ¼
R
Rþ 1 xn þ
1
Rþ 1 xd ð4Þ
ymþ1 ¼
R0
R0 & 1 xm &
1
R0 & 1 xW ð5Þ
where Eqs. (4) and (5) is for the cells above (below) the feeding
point, and n (m) is the number of theoretical cells. R
0
is (L + qF)/W,
where q is the fraction of liquid with respect to the total feed mate-
rial. Eqs. (4 and 5) represent the ‘‘condensation line” and the ‘‘col-
lection line”, respectively; these are shown as solid lines in
Fig. 2b. Fig. 2b illustrates the method of estimating the number of
required theoretical cells.
We designed the distillation tower to fulfill the following
requirements:
' The Kr concentration of the processed xenon should be three
orders of magnitude smaller than that of the original xenon
sample, i.e. xW ¼ 11000( xF .
' The collection efficiency of xenon should be 99%, i.e. W/F = 0.99
and D/F = 0.01.
' The system should have a process speed of 0.6 kg Xe per hour,
which allows 100 kg xenon to be purified within one week.
' The system should have a reflux ratio of R = 191, which means
the heating power required for the reboiler is 14 W.
' Xenon should be fed into the system in the gas phase, i.e. q = 0.
A M–T diagram based on these requirements is shown in Fig. 3,
in which the concentration of Kr in original Xe(xF) was assumed to
be 3 ( 10&9, the actual value of the processed xenon described in
Section 4. The M–T diagram shows that we need 6 stages of theo-
retical cells.
3. Setup and operation of the distillation system
A key element of the distillation system is the packing column
in the distillation tower. We used ‘‘DX laboratory packing”
(Sulzer Co.) with a diameter of 2 cm. The catalog specifications of
the packing included a liquid load (defined as the flow per unit area
per unit time) between 0.1 and 5 m3/m2 h. In our case, the liquid
load is 1.2 m3/m2 h for a reflux ratio R of 191. Gas loads, defined
as v
ﬃﬃﬃqp (where v and q are gas velocity and density, respectively),
are 0:11 Pa
1
2 and 0:23 Pa
1
2 for below and above the feed point,
respectively. The catalog of the packing gives the height equivalent
to a theoretical plate (HETP) for the distillation of a ethylbenzene/
chlorobenzene mixture. The given HETP value is 2–8 cm for the gas
load of 0:2—1:2 Pa
1
2. However, since the HETP value might strongly
depend on the liquid/gas loads and the type of liquid used, we con-
servatively enlarged the HETP value to 35 cm for the Kr/Xe distilla-
tion in the design, and the total length of the tower is set to
208 cm. The feed enters the tower 10.8 cm from the top.
The full setup of the distillation system is shown in Fig. 4. Before
entering the distillation apparatus, the xenon flows through a get-
ter SPRG-100H-00030X (Taiyo Toyo Sanso Co.), which is able to de-
crease concentrations of N2, CH4, O2, CO2, and CO to below
1 ( 10&10 mol/mol, and H2 and H2O below 5 ( 10&10 mol/mol.
The xenon then flows through a heat exchanger which pre-cools
the xenon. For this purpose, the purified xenon gas extracted from
the distillation apparatus is used as a cooling medium. After the
pre-cooling, the xenon is further cooled down to 192 K by a GM-
type refrigerator (TZ-65; Taiyo Nippon Sanso Co.) which has a cool-
ing power of 100 W at around 180 K, and the cooled xenon is fed
into the distillation tower. The temperature of the condenser at
the top of the distillation tower is kept at 178 K by an electrical
heater. The reboiler is a cylindrical copper vessel with a 200 mm
diameter. Three liquid level sensors are placed in the reboiler at
5 mm (LL level), 20 mm (L level) and 65 mm (H level), correspond-
ing to 0.47 kg, 1.88 kg and 6.1 kg of xenon, respectively. The heater
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Fig. 3. M–T diagram with system requirements.
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Fig. 4. Flow chart of distillation system.
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Fig. 3.12 Schematic of xenon distillation system [10]
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3.4 Data Acquisition System
PMT signals are digitize by ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) and recorded on computers.
KamLAND has two independent of data acquisition system (DAQ), KamDAQ and MogDAQ.
3.4.1 KamDAQ
KamDAQ has been used since the beginning of KamLAND. KamDAQ uses ADC boards
called KamFEE (KamLAND Front-End Electronics) which was developed especially for
KamLAND. As the ADC chip, Analog Transient Waveform Digitizer (ATWD) which is
constructed by combining capacitors array and Wilkinson ADCs, is used on KamFEE. Since
digitizing at ATWD involves electric discharge of capacitors, ATWD has dead-time of
recording data during this time.
KamDAQ consists of 200 KamFEEs, a trigger circuit and DAQ computers. KamFEE and
the trigger circuit are compliant with the VME standard. All KamFEE and trigger circuit are
synchronized with the system clock (40 MHz).
When an analog signal from a PMT is higher than discriminator threshold in KamFEE, a
HIT signal is generated. Sum of the HIT signal, named NSUM, is generated on trigger board.
A trigger signal is generated when NSUM is higher than NSUM threshold and sent to each
KamFEE. When KamFEE receives the trigger signal, all analog waveforms are converted to
digital waveforms and recorded on KamFEE.
KamFEE
KamFEE is the ADC board of the VME 9U 1 Slot standard for PMT signal waveform
recording (Fig. 3.13). As the ADC chip, ATWD is used on KamFEE, which was developed
in KamLAND group. KamFEE has 12 BNC input channels on a board, and input impedance
is 50 Ω. In order to acquire the signal in the range of 1 mV ∼ 10 V accurately, it has a
dynamic range of 25,000. This dynamic range is realized by having three amplifiers (×20,
×4, ×0.5). Input signal is divided into three and each signal is sent to the amplifiers. There
is a 64 MB of DIMM on a board to record digitized waveform data temporarily. Register
access to KamFEE and data readout from KamFEE are performed via the VME interface.
Fig. 3.14 shows the structure of digitizing and recording part of signal waveform on
KamFEE. The input signal is distributed to the discriminator side and the amplifier side. At
the discriminator side, HIT judgment of the signal is performed, and the summed HIT of 12
channels on a board is sent to the trigger circuit through the FPGA. On the other hand, the
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(a) KamFEE photo
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Fig. 3.13 KamFEE board
signal on the amplifier side is distributed to 2 ATWDs (ATWD-A, ATWD-B) for digitization.
A sampling clock of 40 MHz is input to ATWD.
In ATWD, after receiving the sampling clock, signal waveforms are sequentially accumu-
lated in the 128 capacitor arrays from the first one at a time interval of about 1.5 ns. After
reaching the 128-th capacitor, it is overwritten again from the first capacitor. Here, when the
input signal is judged as HIT by the discriminator, the "capture" command is issued from the
FPGA to the ATWD. Upon receiving the "capture” command, the ATWD stops overwriting
the capacitor array and shifts to the "hold" state. The delay circuit before the amp is to correct
the time from the start of this sample until it receives the "capture" command. Thereafter, an
"acquire" command is issued from each trigger circuit to each KamFEE, and the charge of
the capacitor array in the "hold" state is digitized by the Wilkinson ADC. Here, since it takes
about 25 µs in total for reading charges from the capacitor to the Wilkinson ADC, it is not
possible to newly accumulate the signal waveform in the capacitor array during this time.
This dead time is reduced by using 2 ATWDs for one channel and sampling one ATWD
sample in the other ATWD. However, it is not able to process with high rate events after the
cosmic-ray muon event, and due to this dead time, it makes difficult to record the neutron
capture event at spallation. Also, if the acquire command is not received for a certain period
of time, the "clear" command is automatically issued from the FPGA to the ATWD, the
"hold" state is canceled, and the accumulation of the signal waveform in the capacitor array
is resumed. Note, that the digitized waveform data is temporarily stored in the DIMM on a
KamFEE and sequentially read out to the external computer via the VME interface.
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Fig. 3.14 Digitizer of KamFEE [11]
Trigger System
The trigger circuit used in KamDAQ is a large circuit with VME 20U size (Fig. 3.15).
Control of the trigger circuit and reading of trigger data are performed via the VME interface.
The trigger circuit receives 4 bit signal as HIT information in parallel at 40 MHz from 200
KamFEE boards and calculates the total value called "NSUM". The trigger circuit has more
than 20 kinds of triggers such as Hit-based trigger according to NSUM of the channel of
the internal detector (ID) or external detector (OD), forced trigger independent of NSUM,
trigger by request of external command issue trigger to all KamFEE. In addition, the trigger
circuit is synchronized with the time information by the GPS receiver installed at the Atotsu
entrance of the Kamioka mine. Furthermore, a system clock of 40 MHz is generated based
on the 1 Hz clock which is calibrated by the GPS time, and the system clock is supplied to
all KamFEE.
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Fig. 3.15 Trigger circuit for KamFEE [11]
The system has several type of triggers for taking physics events, calibration events and
background events.
ID Hit Base Trigger
• ID Single
– This trigger is issued globally to the ID KamFEEs when the ID NSUM exceeds
the ID Single Trigger threshold (200 Hits).
• ID Prompt
– This trigger is issued globally to the ID KamFEEs when the ID NSUM exceeds
the ID Prompt Trigger threshold (200 Hits).
• ID Delayed
– This trigger is issued globally to the ID KamFEEs when the ID NSUM exceeds
the ID Delayed Trigger threshold (120 Hits) within 1 ms window following a
prompt trigger.
• ID Prescale
– This trigger is issued globally to the ID KamFEEs when the ID NSUM exceeds
the ID Prescale Trigger threshold within a prescale time window.
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• ID 5-inch
– This trigger is issued globally to the ID KamFEEs when the NSUM of chimney
5-inch PMT exceeds the ID 5-inch Trigger threshold.
• OD-to-ID
– This trigger is issued globally to the ID KamFEEs when any type of OD trigger
is issued.
OD Hit Base Trigger
• OD Top/Upper/Lower/Bottom Single
– This trigger is issued globally to the OD KamFEEs when the NSUM of OD
Top/Upper/Lower/Bottom exceeds the each trigger threshold.
• ID-to-OD
– This trigger is issued globally to the OD KamFEEs when any type of ID trigger
is issued.
History Trigger
• ID History
– This trigger is issued when the ID NSUM exceeds the ID History Trigger thresh-
old. This trigger does not acquire PMT waveform on any KamFEEs. Instead of
that, the trigger board records the ID NSUM in a 25 ns time window, up to 200
ns maximum.
• OD Top/Upper/Lower/Bottom History
– This trigger is issued when the OD Top/Upper/Lower/Bottom NSUM exceeds
the OD Top/Upper/Lower/Bottom History Trigger threshold. This trigger does
not acquire PMT waveform on any KamFEEs. Instead of that, the trigger board
records the OD Top/Upper/Lower/Bottom NSUM in a 25 ns (= 1 system clock)
time window, up to 200 ns maximum.
Time Base Trigger
• 1PPS Trigger
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– This trigger is issued globally to the all of KamFEEs every second in synchro-
nization with the GPS time.
• GPS Trigger
– This trigger is issued globally to the OD KamFEEs at the start of the run and
every 32 s.
Calibration Trigger
• ID Calibration Forced
– This trigger is issued from external system (e.g. the calibration system by using
laser or LED). This trigger acquires forcibly PMT waveform on ID KamFEEs.
• ID Calibration Global
– This trigger is issued globally to the ID KamFEE from external system.
• OD Calibration Forced
– This trigger is issued forcibly to the OD KamFEE from external system.
• OD Calibration Global
– This trigger is issued globally to the OD KamFEE from external system.
• Acquire Trigger
– This trigger is issued from the DAQ computer to acquire self-calibration data of
KamFEE (e.g. pedestal, 40 MHz system clock, test pulse waveform).
Other Trigger
• Supernova Trigger
– This trigger is issued when the trigger system detected a supernova candidate
from the NSUM information. This trigger is not sent to the KamFEEs. Trigger
information is sent to the DAQ computer, and the trigger conditions are changed to
aw predefined values (supernova mode). In the supernova mode, any commands
from the DAQ computer are prohibited for 1 minute.
• Disable Trigger
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– This trigger is issued when the trigger disable condition. When the trigger data
buffer becomes almost full, any trigger are denied.
• Enable Trigger
– This trigger is issued after recovering from trigger disable condition.
DAQ Computers
For the KamDAQ, data collection software called KiNOKO (Kinoko is Network-distributed
Object-oriented KamLAND Online-system) developed by S. Enomoto is used. KiNOKO has
an Object Request Broker (ORBO) in the lower layer of the system and enables integration
of systems operating in parallel on a distributed environment. By using this, the KamDAQ
system is made up of multiple computers like Fig. 3.16. The KamDAQ system is composed
of 15 front-end computers connected to the VME crate containing KamFEE and trigger
circuit by a fiber cable, an online analysis computer, a data recording computer, a system
control computer, etc. With the above configuration, KamDAQ enables stable data collection,
online analysis and data transfer, as well as system supervision as shown in Fig. 3.17 by a
superior GUI.
Fig. 3.16 Schematic of KamDAQ system [11]
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(a) Data transfer from KamFEE and Trigger cir-
cuit
(b) KamFEE HIT pattern
Fig. 3.17 Example of monitoring the KamDAQ system [12]
3.4.2 MogDAQ
In order to compensate for the dead-time coming from continuous events immediately after
cosmic-ray muon possessed by KamFEE, the HPF circuit BLR (Base Line Restorer) for
eliminating overshoot of PMT and a dead-time free ADC board MoGURA (Module for
General Use Rapid Application) were developed. By using these, the DAQ system for
recording the PMT signal waveform is MogDAQ, and operation was newly started from Aug.
2010. BLR and MoGURA take only the waveform from 17" PMTs, and MogDAQ has a
role as an independent backup system with KamDAQ. MogDAQ is composed of BLR, ∼113
MoGURA boards, trigger circuit and trigger command distributor board, Rb atomic clock
for system clock calibration, GPS receiver, DAQ computers. The system clock of MogDAQ
is 50 MHz, and it is synchronized with all MoGURA boards and trigger circuit.
The signal from 17" PMT is divided into the KamFEE side and the HPF circuit side of the
BLR on the BLR board part. The signal that passed through the HPF circuit is discriminated
and digitized on MoGURA board, and Hit signal is generated. The summed number of
Hit numbers of all channels is named "HITSUM", It inputs to the trigger circuit, and then
a trigger judgment is made based on the HITSUM. At this time, if it is determined that
the occurred event is a physical event, a trigger signal is issued from the trigger circuit to
MoGURA boards. Upon receiving the trigger signal, MoGURA boards record the waveform
and are read out to the DAQ computer side via the VME interface.
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BLR
BLR is the HPF circuit for eliminating overshoot occurring immediately after the cosmic-ray
muon event. BLR has 16 BNC input channels on a board, and it has a BNC output and
LEMO output through the HPF. Fig. 3.18 shows a photo of the BLR board.
Fig. 3.19 shows performance of baseline stabilization by BLR. It is able to be seen that
the initial 1.4 µs is left for the pseudo overshoot test signal input lasting for 1 ms with the
maximum value of about +10 mV, stabilizing it. The initial baseline rises of 1.4 µs is due to
the transient response characteristics of BLR. While it is impossible to detect 1 p.e. signal
during this 1.4 µs, the life-time of neutron capture is 207.5 µs, so establishment to miss the
neutron capture event after cosmic-ray muon is 1% or less.
Fig. 3.18 BLR board [8]
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Fig. 3.19 Performance of baseline stabilization by BLR [8]
MoGURA
MoGURA is a VME 9U 1 Slot size ADC board for recording PMT signal waveform with
dead-time free. A Flash-ADC (FADC) is used for the ADC chip, thereby realizing dead-time
free performance. MoGURA was originally developed as a highly scalable design philosophy
so that it is able to be used in general as well as KamLAND. Fig. 3.20 shows the photo
and schematic of MoGURA board. MoGURA as 12 LEMO input channels and a LEMO
input for an external trigger command on the front panel. In addition to this, it has a LEMO
output and various LEDs for status display. The VME control I/F and the digital HITSUM
input/output terminals are arranged on the rear panel. 50 MHz system clock is supplied from
the command distributor board through the VME Control I/F, however in order to be usable
with MoGURA alone, a crystal clock is placed on the board, and it is able to be switched by
jumper-switch.
On the MoGURA board, in addition to the front-end FPGA (FEF) for the ADC interface
and the system-FPGA (sFPGA) for board control, User-FPGA that can incorporate the
extended function are placed. With these FPGA operations, MoGURA is able to perform
complicated signal processing. In addition to this, 64 MB of SDRAM for temporarily
memorizing the signal waveform on the substrate is mounted.
The analog circuit of MoGURA is to be connected to the main body of MoGURA board
as a daughter board. This is based on the general purpose philosophy of MoGURA mentioned
above. The analog circuit of MoGURA is an amplifier circuit, giving MoGURA 100,000
dynamic range for accurate recording from 1 p.e. signal to cosmic-ray muon signal. This
dynamic range is realized by using amplifiers having 4 kinds of different amplification
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factors (P:×20, H:×24, M:×2.4, L:×0.24). Here, 1 GSPS 8 bit FADC is used for the P-gain
amplifier, and the 1 p.e. signal is able to be acquired with high voltage resolution and time
resolution. 200 MSPS 8 bit pipeline type ADCs are used for other amplifiers, and it is
designed to be able to earn from a medium size voltage range to a large scale cosmic-ray
muon class signal.
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Trigger System
The trigger output to MoGURA uses a VME 9U 2 Slot size trigger circuit (Fig. 3.21). Control
of the trigger circuit and reading of trigger data are performed via the VME interface. The
trigger circuit receives the HITSUM signal at 50 MHz from MoGURA connected in a daisy
chain. Based on this HITSUM signal, a trigger judgment is made, and a trigger is sent to
each MoGURA through the command distribution board.
In particular, the parameter "NHIT" calculated by the method of Fig. 3.22 is frequently
used for trigger determination. HITSUM for the length of "Hit Window" is added firstly,
and this is defined as "NHIT". If the NHIT exceeds the set threshold, a hit-based trigger is
issued. In addition to this, since it is not possible to issue a trigger again while waveform
income is being done with MoGURA, the next trigger will not be issued during "Trigger
Window". Here, in KamLAND, the length of Hit Window is 6 CLK (120 ns). This is because
the scintillation light due to the event inside the KamLAND detector is less than 120 ns at
maximum before reaching the PMTs.
To the MoGURA trigger circuit, the same GPS signal used in KamDAQ is input. Further-
more, 1 Hz clock (1 PPS) and 10 MHz made from the same GPS signal are supplied using
the Rb atomic clock, and this is used to generate 50 MHz system clock. The generating 50
MHz system clock is supplied to each MoGURA through the command distribution board.
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Fig. 3.21 MoGURA Trigger board photo [13]
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Fig. 3.22 NHIT calculation method on MoGURA trigger
As same as KamDAQ system, MogDAQ system has a lot of types of triggers. The triggers
including "Launch Trigger" and "Adaptive Trigger" for taking spallation events, are shown
below.
Hit Base Trigger
• ID Single
– This trigger is issued when the NHIT exceeds the Single Trigger threshold (∼70
NHIT).
• Launch Trigger
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– This trigger is issued for taking cosmic-ray muon events. It is issued when the
Launch Threshold (∼950 NHIT) is exceeded.
• Prescale Trigger
– This trigger is issued when the NHIT exceeds the Prescale Trigger threshold
within a prescale time window. It is often used for taking source calibration data.
• Rollback + Retrieve Trigger
– These trigger were developed for tagging 85K events, which are background
events in the solar neutrinos observation. Rollback trigger is issued when the
NHIT exceeds Rollback Trigger threshold. Retrieve trigger is issued if there
is an NHIT which exceeds the Retrieve Trigger threshold before the Rollback
triggered events, and the data in the MoGURA buffer is recorded. This trigger is
useful to record low energy events which NHIT cannot exceed the Single Trigger
threshold.
• Adaptive Trigger
– This trigger was developed for tagging spallation product events 11C or 10C by
cosmic-ray muon. Fig. 3.23 shows the schematic of trigger issuance. 2 kinds of
window, "Hit Accumulation Window" and "Context Window" are opened, and if
the difference of HITSUM in each window exceeds the set threshold (Adaptive
Threshold), it is issued. Here, Launch Trigger needs to be issued as the issue
condition of Adaptive Trigger. By using such a method, it is possible to detect a
neutron capture events from the after pulse event immediately after cosmic-ray
muon.
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Fig. 3.23 Schematic of the Adaptive trigger [8]
Time Base Trigger
• 1PPS Trigger
– This trigger is issued every second in synchronization with the Rb atomic clock.
• Background Trigger
– This trigger is issued at preset time intervals.
• Successive Trigger
– This trigger is issued after the Launch Trigger for recording forcibly the BLR
overshoot signal (∼ µs).
History Trigger
• History Trigger
– This trigger issued to record HITSUM information instead of the signal waveform.
It is possible to apply to any type of triggers. In addition to this, it is also possible
to record HITSUM of points that went back to the past.
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DAQ Computers
MogDAQ is built a system by using KiNOKO, as same as KamDAQ. The system config-
uration is almost the same as that of KamDAQ, and it is constructed by seven front-end
computers, data recording computer and a host computer connected to a VME crate contain-
ing MoGURA boards and a trigger circuit with a fiber cable. The host computer plays a role
of performing system control and rearranging data packets in order of TimeStamp. MogDAQ
run is continuing to operate even in the situation where KamDAQ run is interrupted due to
trouble, reducing the dead-time of KamLAND data taking. Besides manual operation, run
switching is done automatically at the start of KamDAQ run. As with KamDAQ, the status
of data taking is able to be monitored by GUI function of KiNOKO (Fig. 3.24).
(a) Data transfer from MoGURA boards and Trig-
ger circuit
(b) MoGURA HIT pattern
Fig. 3.24 Example of monitoring the MogDAQ system

Chapter 4
KamLAND-Zen Data
Energy and position of an event is reconstructed from scintillation lights detected by PMTs.
Data flow of event reconstruction is described in this chapter.
4.1 Event Reconstruction
KamLAND has 1,879 data acquisition channels for ID corresponding to the number of PMTs
and 247 data acquisition channels for OD. The PMT signals are recorded by the front-end
electronics. From the signal magnitude and time from the information, energy and position
of events are reconstructed. All events that fulfill trigger condition are recorded. Background
events such as cosmic-ray muons or natural radioactivity are eliminated or estimated from
reconstructed energy and position information.
The procedure of event reconstruction is as follows.
• PMT waveform analysis
• PMT data correction such as gain, timing and bad channel
• Position reconstruction
• Energy reconstruction
4.1.1 PMT Waveform Analysis
Waveforms from PMTs have charge and timing information. Energy is reconstructed from
charge and position is reconstructed from timing. Therefore, it is important to understand
signal level offset called pedestal. This offset is caused by the analog circuit in the PMT
bleeder circuit and the front-end electronics. The pedestal is estimated from the average
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signal level of the waveform sampled at the beginning of data income. In addition to this,
high-frequency noise components mixed in the incoming waveform are removed. This
process is called smoothing.
After the smoothing, the rising position of the waveform shape is obtained. Also, using the
derivative of each waveform, the peak position of the waveform is determined. Furthermore,
by integrating the difference between the waveform and the pedestal over time, the charge
amount can be obtained. The charge amount is normalized to unit of 1 p.e.
4.1.2 PMT Data Correction
Since length of each signal cable is not exactly same and charge amount of 1 p.e. depends on
gain of each PMT, timing and charge calibrations must be performed.
Timing Correction
Timing calibration was performed by irradiating each PMT with laser light pulse from the
center of KamLAND where distance to each PMT is same. Laser light is generated outside
KamLAND, sent to the center of the KamLAND using an optical fiber cable, and irradiated
to a light diffusion ball attached to the cable tip.
In addition to this, leading edge depends on charge. By using laser calibration, the
constant factor T0, T1 and T2 in following equation are obtained [15].
TLaser = T0+T1 · log10
(
ADC sum)+T2 · log10
(
ADC sum)2, (4.1)
where ADC sum corresponds to amount of charge.
And the Hit timing has time variation because of the front-end electronics replacement in
case of failure. It is corrected at every run by using 40K events in a PEEK which is at fixed
position.
Gain Correction
Charge of 1 p.e. depends on the PMT gain. To understand the gain of each PMT, 1 p.e.
events are used for gain correction. The gain is corrected for each run. Event selection for 1
p.e. event is described below [15].
• Run selection :
– run time ≥ 10 hours
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Fig. 4.1 Charge dependence of timing delay for 17" PMT (left side) and 20" PMT (right side)
[14]. A, B means ATWD channel type. [15]
• Event selection :
– 1 p.e. selection : 120 < NID < 230 Hits
– Muon event veto
– 2 ms veto after muon
– 100 µs veto after all events
• Pulse selection :
– 1 peak in a waveform
– Distance from PMT location > 5.6 m
• Gain estimation :
– Determine fit range :
Define the highest bin between 0.1 and 4.0 p.e. as the center of fit range. Select
Narrowest fit range. The lower edge is selected from the maximum among 0.1
p.e., RMS and HWHM of the histogram. The upper edge is the minimum of
RMS and HWHM.
– Reject bad 1 p.e. distribution having poor RMS, unclear peak or low statistics.
– Fit by gauss distribution.
Fig. 4.2 shows the charge distribution of the 1 p.e. event for one PMT elected by the
method above. In this figure, 17" PMT uses this center value as the PMT charge amount of 1
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p.e. by fitting the charge distribution with a Gaussian function. On the other hand, since the
charge resolution of 20" PMT is poor, the relative charge to the average charge of the eight
17" PMTs (Q17” Average) located in the periphery is defined as follows [15] , and this relative
charge is used for charge calibration.
QRatio =
Q20” Target
Q17”Average
×
(
17
20
)2
, (4.2)
where
Q17” Average =
1
Nref
Nref
∑
i=1
(Qcorrected)i (4.3)
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Fig. 4.2 Charge distribution for 17" PMT (left side) and 20" PMT (right side).
Disposal of Bad Channel Data
There are some data acquisition channels in KamLAND with high Hit rate and noises,
conversely some Hit rate are low and waveform income is not recorded. Besides, power
supply to PMT is unstable, charge is abnormal, channel with FEE has problem, etc. exist.
Such a channel is called a bad channel. Since bad channel hinders correct analysis, it is
necessary to remove it in advance. The bad channel fluctuates every run, and defined by the
following conditions [15].
• Small number of hits (N < 600) within 10,000 events.
• Small number of hits (N < 80) within 100 high energy muon events ( Charge sum QID
> 316,000 p.e.).
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• Small number of hits (N < 480) within 10,000 events except for muon events.
• Large number of missing waveforms which ADC sum equals zero (N > 1,000) within
10,000 events.
• Large difference between the number of hits of ATWD A (NA) and B (NB) channel
within 10,000 events.
|NA−NB|
NA+NB
> 0.18 (4.4)
• Large difference in expected charge from neighbor PMTs.
1
NPeriod
NPeriod
∑
i=1
(
1
NEvent
NEvent
∑
j=1
(
Q¯ j−Q j)2
Q¯ j
)
> 1,000 p.e., (4.5)
where Q¯ j means average charge of neighbor 17" PMTs, NEvent means the number of
events in one period (=100) , NPeriod means the number of period in a run.
• Abnormal 1 p.e. gain.
17" PMT : Gain ≤ 0.4 or Gain ≥ 4.0
20" PMT : Gain ≤ 0.4 or Gain ≥ 6.0
4.1.3 Muon Reconstruction
At cosmic-ray muon passes through the KamLAND detector, it reacts with nuclei in the de-
tector and generates various secondary particles (spallation products) that can be background
events. To identify the spallation products, cosmic-ray muon is selected as follows [9].
• Q17 ≥ 10,000 p.e. : for "through going muons"
• Q17 ≥ 500 p.e. and N200OD ≥ 5 Hits : for "clipping muons"
Where Q17 is the total charge sum of the 17" PMTs, N200OD is the number of Hits in the OD
within 200 ns.
The cosmic-ray muon track is reconstructed based on Hit information of the PMT. Fig.
4.3 shows the schematic of emission process of Cherenkov light and scintillation light
by cosmic-ray muon. The direction in which Cherenkov light is emitted depends on the
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incident direction of the cosmic-ray muon and Cherenkov angle θc. Cherenkov angle is
expressed as cosθc = 1/n by using the refractive index of LS. On the other hand, scintillation
light is emitted isotropically around the cosmic-ray muon track. The light that reaches to
PMTs the earliest is the locus of the muon and the point a little backward from the nearest
point of the PMTs on the track. Since the speed of muon is approximately speed of light,
difference between time entering to LS and the time of earliest photon reaching to PMT ∆T
is represented as follow [9].
∆T =
l
c
+
(z− l)/cosθ
c/n
=
z−ρ/ tanθ
c
+
ρ/sinθ
c/n
(4.6)
∆T is also represented as a function of θ , and it satisfies cosθ = 1/n= cosθc at ∆T/dθ .
Thus, muon entrance position and track direction are able to be derived from these equations.
Both refractive indices of LS and MO are taken into account. For "through going muons", n
takes from 1.5 to 1.65. And for "clipping muons", it takes from 1.4 to 1.5.
Fig. 4.3 The schematic view of cosmic-ray muon track for Cherenkov light (a) and scintilla-
tion light (b) [9].
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4.1.4 Position Reconstruction
The event position is reconstructed by Hit time information of PMTs. The Hit time informa-
tion depends on the following factors.
• Reaction point
• LS characteristics such as refractive index and absorption re-emission
• Timing resolution of PMT
• Intensity of signal
• Dark Hits
• Multiple Hits
• Types of reactive particles (γ , β , n, etc.)
For event position reconstruction, Maximum-Likelihood method is used [39]. Event
position calibration using a calibration source is performed to produce a Likelihood function
(L). It is represented by the following expression as a function of delay time τi from the
expected value of the timing of the signal.
log(L) =
Nhits
∑
i
log(φ [τi (x,y,z, t)]) , (4.7)
where at the i-th channel, τi is defined as
τi = ti− t−TOFi (x,y,z) , (4.8)
where ti means observation time at i-th PMT, TOFi means time of flight to i-th PMT. φ is a
probability density function with τi (x,y,z, t) as the random variable. By performing position
calibration, L includes the influence of parameters that is not directly measured such as
absorption re-emission or multiple Hits.
The coordinates (x,y,z) and the time t that maximizes this logL are the most probable
event position and time which are given when the first derivative of each parameter is "0".
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Therefore, the event position and reaction time are obtained by the follows.
∂ log(L)
∂x
=
Nhits
∑
i
∂ log(L)
∂τi
∂τi
∂x
= 0
∂ log(L)
∂y
=
Nhits
∑
i
∂ log(L)
∂τi
∂τi
∂y
= 0
∂ log(L)
∂ z
=
Nhits
∑
i
∂ log(L)
∂τi
∂τi
∂ z
= 0
∂ log(L)
∂ t
=
Nhits
∑
i
∂ log(L)
∂τi
∂τi
∂ t
= 0 (4.9)
4.1.5 Energy Reconstruction
The energy obtained by KamLAND is the energy deposit to liquid scintillator by the events,
and it is called "Visible energy". Event energy reconstruction achieves high resolution from
low energy to high energy by using charge information and Hit time information. Likelihood
used for event energy reconstruction is written by the follows [14].
L = ∏
i∈no−hit
κi0 (⃗rpmti ,⃗rimpact ,Evis)
×
[
∏
i∈hit
(
∞
∑
j=1
κi j (⃗rpmt ,⃗rimpact ,Evis) fi j (qi)
)
ηi (ti|µi)
]
, (4.10)
where
κi j : The probability of j photons hitting the i-th PMT (Poisson distribution)
µi j : Expected value of j photon that hits i- th PMT
fi j (qi) : The probability distribution function of charge when j photons hit in i-th PMT (Gaussian)
η (ti|µi) : The probability distribution function of hit time in i-th PMT when µi is given
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Here, these variables are defined as
κi0 = e−µi +(1− ε)e−µi
κi j =
e−µiµ ji
j!
µi = cΩe f fi (⃗rpmti ,⃗rimpact)Evis+di ≡ bi (⃗rpmti ,⃗rimpact)Evis+di
fi j (qi) =
1√
2π jσ2
exp
(
−(qi− j)
2
2 jσ2
)
η (ti|µi) = biψi (ti)Evis+di
biEvis+
∫ 192 nsec
−175 sec (∆di)(dt)i
=
biψi (ti)Evis+di
µi
≡ si
µi
ε : The threshold is 1 p.e. detection efficiency at 0.3 p.e. (= 0.964)
c : Proportionality factor between energy scale and dimensionless occupancy factor in MeV
Ωe f f : Effective solid angle (taking into consideration the quantum efficiency,
absorption length and shadow effect of PMT)
bi : Expected value of photon number per 1 MeV on i-th PMT
di : Expected value of the number of photons in which a dark hit occurs in the i-th PMT
within the time width
σ : 1 p.e. distribution
ψ (ti) : Waveform function when reactive position visible energy is given
si : Actual waveform function
∆di :
∫ 192 ns
−175 s
(∆di)(dt)i = di
From above,
log(L) = ∑
i∈no-hit
log
(
νie−µi
)
+ ∑
i∈hit
log
(
1−νie−µi
)
+ ∑
i∈hit
log(ci)+ ∑
i∈hit
log
(
si
µi
)
(4.11)
Maximum-Likelihood method is used to obtain E as follows.
∂ log(L)
∂E
= 0 (4.12)
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4.2 Event Selection
Reconstructed events include unphysical noise events and background events. This section
describes how to reject these events and how to subtract from detector live-time.
4.2.1 Bad Event Rejection
The removal criteria of several types of bad events are as follows.
Flasher Event
The discharge of the PMT dynode generates a flashlight, and it makes pseudo-events called
"flasher event". The flasher event selection is as follows [15].
• Not cosmic-muon event
• Not noise event
• (Total charge in ID) > 2,000 p.e.
• (Maximum charge in ID) / (Total charge in ID) ≥ 0.6
• (Neighbor charge) ≥ 20 p.e.
Post 1 PPS Trigger Event
In synchronism with the GPS, a forced trigger called "1 PPS" is issued for all PMTs every
second. Noise is frequently found in 32 - 36 µs after issue of 1 PPS trigger. This is presumed
to be trigger overlap during ∼25.6 µs digitization of waveform at ATWD. These events are
rejected by follow [15].
• Time interval from the preceding 1 PPS trigger < 100 µs
Post Muon Event
High energy events like cosmic-ray muon induce after pulse in PMT and instability of
baseline of PMT signal. After muon, it is vetoed as follow [15].
• Time interval from cosmic-ray muon < 2 ms
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Post Missing Waveform Event
High event rate after cosmic-ray muon makes deadtime of digitization at ATWD, and some
waveform information is lost. It becomes noise event called "Missing waveform event". They
are discriminated by comparing number of acquired waveforms "Nhit17 and Hits recorded in
the trigger "NsumMax". Furthermore, subsequent events are also vetoed as following noisy
period [15]
• Selection of missing waveform event
– Time form muon event < 2 ms
– Nhit17 < NsumMax
– 200 ≤ NsumMax
• Veto time after the missing waveform events
– 2 ms (200 ≤ NsumMax < 1,200)
– 2 s (1,200 ≤ NsumMax)
Post Deadtime Event
10C decay events which is the serious background in 0νββ search, are rejected by triple
coincidence tagging method with preceding cosmic-ray muon and neutron. If the cosmic-ray
muon event happens during detector deadtime, 10C decay event may not be tagged. To reduce
10C rejection inefficiency, 3 min is vetoed after the dead time to cover entire 10C decay (τ =
27.8 s).
• Veto 3 min since the first event of a run for KamDAQ and MogDAQ.
• Veto 3 min since the end of a deadtime period for KamDAQ and MogDAQ.
In addition, cosmic-ray muon events are normally rejected under the criteria of itself.
However, recording information of muon sometimes fails, and 2 ms veto is not applied. To
reject these noise event called "Missing muon", it is selected as follow [15].
• NID > 100
• N100 < NID−10
Here, NID is total number of ID Hits, N100 is maximum number of ID Hits in 100 ns. Missing
muon events within 1 ms are bounded up, then the time interval between the first muon and
the last muon event is determined as the dead time ("Missing muon period").
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Badly Reconstructed Event
Non-physical events are able to be discriminated by the parameter "Vertex Badness" defined
as
(Vertex Badness)< 41.1× exp(−9.7×10−3×E [MeV])+2.31 (4.13)
The Vertex badness depending on visible energy E [MeV] is determined to eliminate low
energy clusters. Events exceeding standard are considered bad events. Fig. 4.4 shows the
correlation between "Vertex Badness" and energy for composite source calibration events
and single events [15]. It shows the ability to identify parameters as most source events are
classified as good events. The inefficiency of selection given from the ratio of rejected events
to total events using calibration data is calculated to be 3.2 × 10−2%.
Fig. 4.4 Correlation between "Vertex Badness" and energy within 2-m-radius for composite
source calibration events (a) and single events (b). The black line is bad event criterion.
4.2.2 Background Event Rejection
Bi-Po Sequential Decay Event
Sequential decays from Bi to Po in downstream of the U series or Th series shown as follows
are able to be identified by using its appropriate correlation.
214Bi
T1/2=19.9min−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Qβ=3.272MeV,99.979%
214Po
T1/2=164.3µs−−−−−−−−→
Qα=7.833MeV
210Po (4.14)
212Bi
T1/2=60.55min−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Qβ=2.254MeV,99.989%
212Po
T1/2=0.299µs−−−−−−−−→
Qα=8.954MeV
208Po (4.15)
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They are able to be tagged in two ways : "Delayed coincidence" and "Pileup detection"
methods. The majority of 214Bi-Po decay is tagged by the former, the latter is effective for
212Bi-Po with much shorter lifetime.
Delayed Coincidence Tagging
This method utilizes delayed energy (Ed) and space (∆R) or time correlation (∆T) for β
decay of Bi as a rapid signal and α decay of Po as a delayed signal. The cut-off immediate
energy (Ed) is not included to reduce inefficiency. If the following criteria are met, all
possible pairs are satisfied [15].
• 0.2 ≤ Ed ≤ 1.3 MeV
• ∆ R < 170 cm
• ∆ T < 1.9 ms
Fig. 4.5 shows an event that fits the above criteria. Contribution of 212Bi-Po is rejected
with additional cuts to the coincidence decays of 212Bi-Po. A clear correlation with the
clear energy peak of attenuation of Bi and Po ware confirmed. The fitted decay half-life is
assumed to be 168.4 µs, which is almost the same as that of 214Po. As the parent radon is
supplied from the LS pipeline during the LS circulation, a lot of Bi-Po events are observed in
the Xe-LS immediately after the circulation. After the decay of radon in LS, tagged events
mainly occure at the IB film.
Double Pulse Tagging
The occurrence of two events in the time of ∼20 ns reconstructed as one event is called
"Pile-up event". ∼40% of 212Bi-Po pile up, and its become background events in 0νββ
energy region. Pile-up events are tagged by fitting with following function [15][40].
f j = Ep ·H
(
t j−Tp
)
+Ed ·H
(
t j−Tp−∆T
)
+D, (4.16)
where
• t j = tobs, j−TOFj−T0 :
tobs, j and TOFj mean hit time and time of flight of j-th PMT , T0 means reconstructed
event time.
• Ep : Prompt energy
• Ed : Delayed energy
• Tp : Prompt hit time
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Fig. 4.5 Tagged 214Bi-Po decay events by delayed coincidence method within 2 m radius
[15].
• ∆T : Time difference between prompt and delayed hit
• D : Dark rate
Fig. 4.6 show the fitting examples of a typical single pulse event and double pulse event.
Then prompt and delayed energies are re-defined as [15]
E ′p =
Ep
Ep+Ed
Evis (4.17)
E ′d =
Ed
Ep+Ed
Evis (4.18)
By using above, pule-up events are selected by following criteria.
• E ′p > 0.1 MeV
• E ′d > 0.5 exp(−∆T−13.55.5 )+exp(−∆−13.550 )+0.15 MeV
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• E ′d < 1.2 MeV
Fig. 4.7 show correlation of E ′d and ∆T for double pulse events and single pulse event.
Fig. 4.6 Hit time distribution of typical single (a) or double (b) pulse events with double
pulse fitting [15].
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Fig. 4.7 Correlation of prompt energy and time difference about double pulse fitting [15].
(a) 212Bi and 214Bi energy region which make double pulse. (b) 208Tl energy region which
make single pulse.
Spallation Products
Energetic cosmic muon spalls nuclei (12C, 136Xe) which composing Xe-LS, and producing
spallation nuclei such as 10C. 10C decay becomes the dominant background in 0νββ energy
region. Its life-time τ = 27.8 s is too long to apply time veto from cosmic muon. For reduction
of 10C decay background, triple coincidence event (µ - n - 10C) tagging method is adopted.
In this method, it is important to detect neutron captured events, however it is hidden behind
the after pulses and unstable PMT signal baseline. Since dead-time is occurred in KamFEE,
dead-time free electronics MoGURA is strong in detection of neutron captured events.
For neutron detection, Ns defined below is used [15][8].
Ns = Nin−Nout · 30ns
(200−30)ns , (4.19)
where Nin means the number of hits in hit time window (30 ns), Nout means the number of
hits in off-time window (170 ns). Fig. 4.8 shows how Ns is calculated and time correlation of
Ns and cosmic muon.
From Fig. 4.8, selection criteria of triple coincidence is listed as follows [15].
• Cosmic-muon selection
– KamLFEE data
– Through going muon : Q17 ≥ 10,000 p.e.
– Clipping muon : (Q17 ≥ 500 p.e.) and (N200OD ≥ 5 hits)
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Fig. 4.8 Ns of neutron peak, and its correlation with ∆T [15].
• Neutron selection
– MoGURA data
– Total hit : Nin + Nout ≥ 150
– Subtracted hit :
* 10 ≤ ∆T < 30 µs : Ns > 80
* ∆T ≥ 30 µs : Ns ≥ 50
– Time from the preceding cosmic-ray muon : 10 ≤ ∆T < 1,200 µs
• Spallation products
– KamFEE data
– Time from cosmic-ray muon : 0 < ∆T < 180 s
– Distance from the nearest neutrons : ∆R < 160 cm
Fig. 4.9 shows characteristics of tagged neutron events. Neutron captured energy (n1H)
is clearly lower than actual energy (2.2 MeV). And the mean life-time of neutron is τ =
215.9±0.8 µs, is consistent with 207.5 µs. From the fitting, neutron detection inefficiency
assuming estimated time is calculated to be 25.7±0.1%.
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Fig. 4.9 Neutron capture energy spectrum (a) and time difference from all muon (b) inside
5.5 m radius except for Xe-LS region [15].
4.2.3 Livetime
Livetime means that actual usable data period for analysis. It is calculated from following
items.
• RunTime : Time of data taking period
• DeadTime : Time of no data period or known abnormal data period
• VetoTime : Time of rejection period for background or noise events.
RunTime
RunTime is defined from first event time and final event time. The uncertainty of RunTime
is evaluated to be ∼9 ms, it given from ∼110 Hz of history trigger rate.
DeadTime
DeadTime is generated by some kinds of reasons. One of them is run quality. If run
has not enough long time, too long dead period, badness of data taking quality, which is
categorized as "Bad run", and it is vetoed. If run has some unstable channels caused by
HV overcurrent, failure of a KamFEE board and drastic change of trigger rate, which is
categorized as "Half-bad run", and a part of period is vetoed in the run.
The other reason is trigger disable period. Buffer of KamFEE frequently become be
almost full, and triggering is disabled for ∼0.4 ms. In addition, missing muon period and
MoGURA deadtime period are reasons of DeadTime.
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VetoTime
VetoTime is composed of post 1 PPS, post muon, post missing waveform and post
deadtime.
From above, livetime is calculated as follow [15].
Livetime(Run) = Runtime×Ralive(Run) (4.20)
Ralive =
Number of alive events after applying all cuts in R < 1 m
Number of generated events in R < 1 m
(4.21)
4.3 Result of Double Beta Analysis in Phase-II
In KamLAND-Zen Phase-I, 110mAg β− decay (τ =360 day, Q=3.01 MeV) dominates in
0νββ energy region. It made the sensitivity of 0νββ decay bad, and the limit of 136Xe
0νββ decay half-life is
T 0ν1/2 > 1.9×1025 yr (90% C.L.) [41] (4.22)
For removing 110mAg, purification of Xe-LS had been processed. After this campaign,
data taking was started as KamLAND-Zen Phase-II. Data taking period is from 11 December
2013 to 27 October 2015. At the end of data taking of Phase-II, detector calibration works
were performed [16]. The details of calibration works is described at Chapter 5.1. The
calibration data indicate that the observed energy resolution is σ ∼7.3%/√E(MeV). In
addition to this, we had confirmed that the reconstructed energy varies by less than 1.0%
throughout the Xe-LS volume and the time variation of the energy scale is less than 1.0%.
4.3.1 Background Events
KamLAND-Zen data was analyzed by using the following cut which are introduced at Sec.
4.2.
• 2 m radius cut
• 2 ms veto after muon
• Bi-Po sequential decay event rejection
• Reactor ν¯e rejection
• Badly reconstructed event rejection
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110mAg in Xe-LS
At the beginning of Phase-II, 110mAg was remained in Xe-LS. Background rate decreased
suddenly in the middle of the Phase-II, and the amount of background was able to be
explained with other radioactive contaminants. Although the reason for this decreasing is not
certain, it is considered that dusts adhered 110mAg had precipitated at the bottom of IB. In
order to handle with sudden reduction which cannot be explained by half-life, data analysis
was divided into equal periods (Fig. 4.10). The earlier period which remained 110mAg
background in Xe-LS is defined as "Period-1", the later period is defined as "Period-2".
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Fig. 4.10 The time variation of event rate in the 0νββ energy region inside 1 m radius [15].
Radioactive Impurities on IB Film
Radioactive impurities on IB are dominant background sources. 134Cs decay (β + γ , τ=2.97
yr) which is one of them dominates in the energy region 1.2 < Energy < 2.0 MeV (2νββ
decay region). Since the observed activity ratio of 134Cs to 137Cs (0.662 MeV γ , τ=43.4 yr),
the IB film was contaminated by fallout from the Fukushima-I reactor accident in 2011 [42].
214Bi which is another radioactive impurity on IB, dominates in the energy region 2.3
< Energy < 2.7 MeV (0νββ decay region). 214Bi is a daughter of 238U which is naturally
occurred contaminant. The concentration of 238U in the nylon film is 0.16 ppb which
indicated from observed 214Bi decay rate with assuming secular equilibrium, while the
measurement by ICP-MS yielded 2 ppt [16]. The observed 214Bi events are distributed in
nonuniformly in IB, and it indicates the 238U contamination is caused by the adhesion of
dusts. 214Bi event distribution on Z-axis is well reproduced and evaluated by Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation (Fig. 4.11).
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Fig. 4.11 (a) Vertex distribution of candidate events (black points) and reproduced 214Bi
background events in a MC simulation (color histogram) in 0νββ energy region (2.3 <
E < 2.7 MeV). The solid and thick dashed lines indicate the shape of the IB and the 1 m
radius spherical volume, respectively. The thin dashed lines illustrate the shape of the 20
equal-volume spherical half shells which are used in spectral fit for 0νββ decay analysis. (b)
An example of the energy spectrum in a much 214Bi events volume bin (1.47 < R < 1.53 m, z
< 0 m) corresponding to shaded region in (a). (c) R3 vertex distribution of candidate events
in the 0νββ energy region with the best-fit background model components. [15][16].
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Spallation Background
The observed spallation neutron flux in the Xe-LS is (20±2)% higher than in the outer LS.
Since the above, the systematic uncertainties of spallation products are assessed to 22% in
the analysis. The decay of 10C (β+, τ=27.8 s, Q=3.65 MeV) which is one of the spallation
products, dominates in 0νββ energy region. A triple coincidence event (µ - n - 10C) tagging
method (Sec. 4.2.2) reduces the 10C background with an efficiency of (64±4)%. The
remaining 10C background after these cuts is estimated to be (1.01±0.26)×10−2 (t·day)−1 in
Xe-LS. Other short-lived products, e.g., 6He and 12B which have a minor contribution to the
background, are also reduced by the triple coincidence event tagging method.
137Xe is generated by spallation neutron captured on 136Xe. 137Xe decay (β−, τ=5.5 min,
Q=4.17 MeV) is a background of 0νββ . The production yield of 137Xe is estimated to be
(3.9±2.0)×10−3 (t·day)−1, which calculation is based on the spallation neutron rate and the
136Xe capture cross section [43]. This production rate is consistent with the simulation study
in FLUKA [44][45].
4.3.2 Spectral Fit
Data Set
Analysis of the 0νββ decay rate was realized by fitting the energy spectrum for each period
in the region 0.8 < E < 4.8 MeV. Data set is summarized at below [15][16].
• Period-1
– Period : 11 Dec. 2013 - 17 Nov. 2014
– Livetime : 270.7 days
– 136Xe exposure (R < 2 m) : 255.0 kg·yr
• Period-2
– Period : 17 Nov. 2014 - 27 Oct. 2015
– Livetime : 263.8 days
– 136Xe exposure (R < 2 m) : 248.5 kg·yr
In fitting, fiducial volume is used inside 2 m radius, and it is separated into 40 equal
volumes (upper volume : 20, lower volume : 20). And then each energy spectra in 40 volumes
are fitted simultaneously. This method is realized by constructing an MC that accurately
reproduces the position distribution of the background event derived from the IB film (Fig.
4.11).
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Fit Result
Fig. 4.12 shows the best-fit spectra in each period with 1 m radius cut. There are no excess
of 0νββ signals in this analysis. From best-fit result, the expected number of backgrounds
in 0νββ energy region are summarized at Tab. 4.1.
Table 4.1 Summary of the expected events in 0νββ energy region for dominant backgrounds
[15][16].
136Xe 2νββ 110mAg (Xe-LS) 238U series (IB) 10C Total expected Observed
Period-1 5.48 8.5 2.37 3.3 20.8 22
Period-2 5.29 0.0 2.27 2.8 11.3 11
In this fitting, 110mAg decay rate is defined as free parameters. 110mAg decay rate is
independent in three area: Xe-LS, Upper IB and Lower IB. We also examined non-uniform
110mAg sources, assuming different radial dependencies in Xe-LS, however determined that
this had little effect on the 0νββ decay limit [16].
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Fig. 4.12 Energy spectra with best-fit backgrounds (R < 1 m) in Period-1 (a) and Period-2
(b) [15][16]. There are no excess of 0νββ signals
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4.3.3 Limits of 0νββ Decay
90% C.L. upper limit of 0νββ decay rate is given from the χ2 test. Rate limit and half-life
limit of 0νββ decay in Phase-II is summarized at Tab. 4.2.
Table 4.2 136Xe 0νββ decay limits in Phase-II [15][16]
Period-1 Period-2 Combined
Limit of decay rate
< 5.5 < 3.4 < 2.4
(kt·day)−1
Limit of T0ν1/2 (yr) > 4.0×1025 > 6.5×1025 > 9.2×1025
The half-life limit in Phase-II is able to be combined with the result of Phase-I T 0ν1/2 >
1.9×1025 yr (90% C.L.) [41]. Finally, KamLAND-Zen obtains the half-life limit as
T 0ν1/2 (Phase-I+ II)> 1.07×1026 yr (90% C.L.) [16] (4.23)

Chapter 5
MC Tuning
Neural network requires that huge number of samples for training itself. We don’t have
enough actual data, so we get samples generated by MC. For using MC sample, it is necessary
to confirm that there is no difference between MC sample and actual data. The MC parameters
are tuned by calibration data. KamLAND-Zen experiment has source calibration data. This
chapter describes the source calibration works and MC parameter tuning.
5.1 Source Calibration
Calibration runs using radiation source were taken in KamLAND detector and KamLAND-
Zen detector. Detailed KamLAND detector calibration runs were in Feb. 2009, and
KamLAND-Zen detector calibration were taken in Oct. 2015.
5.1.1 Calibration Device
For detector calibration, radioactive source is deployed by MiniCal. MiniCal is a compact
ultra-clean system for deploying radioactive sources inside the KamLAND detector[46].
Minical is located at the top of detector in dome area. A radioactive source in the stainless
steel capsule is fastened to a cable (2009: Teflon coated stainless steel cable, 2015: Vectran
cable), and a pulley spools them. A stainless steel capsule is suspended from the top of
KamLAND chimney, and its Z-axis position is monitored by computer. These system are in
the nitrogen purged glove box to prevent radon contamination. There were risks to damage
or contaminate to IB when a capsule passes through the narrow straight part of IB. So we
monitored a capsule position by a LS-resistant camera from outside of the IB, and calibration
runs were taken at the time just before closing KamLAND-Zen Phase-II.
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5.1.2 Calibration Source
137Cs, 68Ge, 60Co are used as γ-ray sources. These three sources are used independently
in the 2009 KamLAND detector calibration, whereas a composite source including 137Cs,
68Ge and 60Co was used in the 2015 KamLAND-Zen calibration. A composite source was
produced at The University of Alabama. Activity of each source (Table. 5.1) was measured
by germanium detector.
Table 5.1 Activities of composite source in 2015 KamLAND-Zen calibration
Isotope Visible Particle Half-life Energy [keV]
Initial
intensity [Bq]
Estimated
intensity [Bq]
137Cs 1γ 30.07 yr 661.7 181 180
68Ge 2γ 270.8 day 511.0 + 511.0 419 356
60Co 2γ 5.271 yr 1173.2 + 1332.5 322 315
5.1.3 Data Taking
In data taking during source calibration, the trigger rate exceeds the recordable rate. As a
countermeasure to this, ID Prescale Trigger is used to reduce the trigger rate. Especially to
2015 KamLAND-Zen calibration, there were 3 kinds of isotopes in a composite source and
intensity of each isotop was strong. By applying Prescale Trigger, trigger rate was suppressed
to ∼1/10.
The source was deployed at various Z-axis positions and calibration data was taken. In
the 2009 KamLAND detector calibration, Z-axis positions of source was moved from −600
cm to +600 cm. Then in the 2015 KamLAND-Zen calibration, composite source was located
at the Z-axis positions between +450 cm and −135 cm.
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Fig. 5.1 Energy spectrum at Z=0cm in Xe-LS
5.2 KLG4 Simulation
60Co was used as γ-ray source in the source calibration, and the sum of two γ-ray energies is
2505.7 keV similar to Q-value of 0νββ decay of 136Xe. To reproduce the TQ waveform in
0νββ energy region, 60Co is used to tune MC parameters. KLG4 is the KamLAND detector
simulator based on GEANT4. KLG4 generates photons from radioactive decay events, and
then a number of generated photons, tracks and timing are recorded. In this research, number
of photo-electrons and its hit timing on PMTs are reproduced. By using this information,
MC parameters shown in Table. 5.2 and 5.3 were tuned by comparing MC and Data. In this
tuning, 20" PMTs were not used because of timing resolution of 20" PMT is poor. Therefore
20" PMTs data was not used into neural networks input.
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Table 5.2 MC Parameters for the neural network training data. As the examples, the parame-
ters at 400 nm photons are described.
KamLAND-LS
Light Yield 7556 photon/MeV
Birk’s Constant 0.15 mm/MeV
Attenuation Length 9.6 m
Scattering Probability 59.28%
Re-Emission Probability 6.56%
Xe-LS
Light Yield 7027 photon/MeV
Birk’s Constant 0.15 mm/MeV
Attenuation Length 15.5 m
Scattering Probability 75.99%
Re-Emission Probability 7.02%
Buffer Oil
Attenuation Length 9.6 m
Scattering Probability 76%
Table 5.3 Scintillation waveform components
Component Time Constant Ratio
KamLAND-LS
1st element 5.06 ns 92.8%
2nd element 26.8 ns 5.1%
3rd element 115.9 ns 2.1%
Xe-LS
1st element 4.80 ns 95.0%
2nd element 25.0 ns 3.0%
3rd element 100.0 ns 2.0%
5.3 MC Parameter Tuning
Firstly, parameters of the KamLAND-LS, BO and PMT internal effects were tuned. Secondly
parameters of Xe-LS were tuned. Finally, PMT internal effect was fine tuned.
5.3.1 KamLAND LS
The tuned TQ-spectra were confirmed at each Z-axis positions at source calibration. A
TQ-spectra is drawn by summing the charge waveforms of all available PMTs. The PMT
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hit times taken on the horizontal axis is corrected by subtracting the reconstructed event
time (T0) and time of flight (TOF) from the reconstructed event position to each PMT. Fig.
5.2 shows that MC spectra reproduce the Data roughly within the primal component range
(−10∼+50 ns). Difference after 50 ns is due to the Late-Pulse in PMTs. Neural network
would not handle the Late-Pulse region, the effect of the Late-Pulse is negligible. Except for
the Late-Pulse area, total charge of MC reproduces Data (Fig. 5.3).
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(e) TQ-Spectrum (Zsource=+550 cm)
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Fig. 5.2 Left side: TQ-spectrum at each position are shown with input range of neural
networks (green shade). Red line is MC, dark blue line is Data, blue line is Data−MC. Right
side: Difference between Data and MC, which are calculated by (Data−MC)/Data, are shown
with input range of neural networks (green shade) and 5% difference (gray shade).
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Fig. 5.3 Total Charge from −10∼+50 ns
MC (red), Data (dark blue)
Using the source calibration data at the edge of the KamLAND balloon (Z=±550 cm), we
confirmed the TQ-Spectra of near/far PMTs. TQ-Spectra of near PMT(Fig. 5.4(a), 5.5(b)) are
useful to check Light Yield, Birk’s constant and scintillation waveform of KamLAND-LS. On
the other hand, TQ-Spectra of far PMTs (Fig.5.4(b), 5.5(a)) are useful to check Attenuation
length, Scattering probability and Re-Emission probability. The same properties appear
for total charge in the primal component range (Fig. 5.6, 5.7). By this checking, tuning of
Scintillation waveform has been not completed. However Attenuation length, Scattering
probability and Re-Emission probability are almost tuned well. These three parameters are
highly effective for KamLAND-Zen TQ using by Xe-LS. Therefore, we obtained well-tuned
KamLAND-LS parameters for KamLAND-Zen.
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Fig. 5.4 TQ-Spectrum, Z(60Co)=−550 cm
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Fig. 5.5 TQ-Spectrum, Z(60Co)=+550 cm
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5.3.2 Xenon LS
Xe-LS parameters were tuned in the same method as KamLAND-LS parameters. In addition
to this tuning, timing function of 17" PMTs was fine tuned to reproduce TQ-Spectrum at
leading edge (<0 ns). Original MC which used Gaussian (σ=2 ns) for timing function of
PMTs, was not be able to reproduce TQ-spectum well at rising time. For tuning TQ-spectrum
at rising time, timing function is given by deconvolving actual TQ-Spectrum with MC TQ-
Spectrum not using timing resolution of PMTs (Fig. 5.8(a)). And then deconvolved waveform
is used as new timing function (Fig. 5.8(b)). Finally, we obtained Xe-LS parameters and
PMTs timing function, and they were well-tuned (Fig. 5.9 ∼ 5.17)
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Fig. 5.8 Timing function tuning
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Fig. 5.9 TQ-Spectrum Z=−135 cm
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Fig. 5.10 TQ-Spectrum Z=0 cm
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Fig. 5.11 TQ-Spectrum Z=+135 cm
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Fig. 5.12 Total Charge from −10∼+50 ns
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(b) Z(PMT)>+135 cm
Fig. 5.13 Total Charge from −10∼+50 ns
Fig. 5.14 TQ-Spectrum, Z(60Co)=−135 cm
MC (red), Data (dark blue), Data-MC (blue)
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(b) Z(PMT)>+135 cm
Fig. 5.15 TQ-Spectrum, Z(60Co)=+135 cm
MC (red), Data (dark blue), Data-MC (blue)
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Fig. 5.16 Total Charge from −10∼+50 ns
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Fig. 5.17 Total Charge from −10∼+50 ns
MC (red), Data (dark blue)
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And Z-axis position dependence of total charge was checked (Fig. 5.18) From above
tuning, tuned MC is able to be used to generate TQ waveform for training of the neural
networks.
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Fig. 5.18 Z dependence of Total Charge [p.e.]. Red points are MC, blue points are Data.
5.4 Summary of MC Tuning
In order to generate training data for neural networks, MC parameters of KLG4 have been
tuned. The accuracy of the tuning was verified from Z=−135 cm to Z=+135 cm by using
60Co source data. MC TQ-spectrum in the input range of neural networks is able to reproduce
data moderately in KamLS, and ±5% in XeLS. This reproducibility was come as a result of
the effort. However, training of neural networks requires the sample as accurate as possible.
It is considered that the errors between MC and Data cause classification bias or performance
degradation.
Chapter 6
Particle Identification with Neural
Networks
6.1 10C Decay
10C decay (Fig. 6.1) is a background dominating 0νββ energy region. 10C is a spallation
product of the cosmic muon. Fig. 6.2 shows the process of the 10C generation and decay.
A cosmic muon which comes into KamLAND detector smash 12C nucleus in the liquid
scintillator. The 10C production is accompanied by emitting neutrons. These neutrons are
captured to proton (= atom of deuteron) in 207.5 µs, and 2.22 MeV γ-rays are emitted. In
10C decays to 10B in 27.8 s, a neutrino and a positron are emitted. A positron deposits its
energy into the liquid scintillator, and results in two 0.511 MeV annihilation γ-ray emission.
In KamLAND-Zen, 10C decay events are tagged by using triple coincidence events as
below.
• Intrusion of the cosmic muon
• γ-rays emission by the thermal neutrons capture
• 10C decay
The reduction efficiency by this tagging method is (64±4)%, which value is not enough to
search 0νββ decay signal in the inverted mass hierarchy.
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Fig. 6.1 Decay schime of 10C
Fig. 6.2 Generation and Decay process of 10C
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6.1.1 Positronium
A positron is emitted at the 10C decay. Generally, a positron forms to positronium (Ps) by
making pair with a electron. There are 2 kinds of positronium; para-positronium (p-Ps) and
ortho-positronium (o-Ps).
For p-Ps, directions of each spin of electron and positron are opposite, which populates
the spin singlet state (S=0). And for o-Ps, directions of each spin of them are same, which
populates the spin triplet state (S=1). From the number of each state, 25% of Ps form to p-Ps,
and 75% of Ps form to o-Ps in vacuum. A mean lifetime of p-Ps is 125 ps, o-Ps is 140 ns
in vacuum. In matter, the fraction and life time of o-Ps is reduced by ortho-para conversion
at paramagnetic centers called as spin-flip, or pick-off annihilation with antiparallel spin
electron leads to the two-body decay [47][48]. Due to these reasons, fraction and life time of
o-Ps is typically reduced. In the KamLAND liquid scintillator, the fraction of o-Ps is ∼50%,
life time of o-Ps is ∼2.9 ns [20]. The longer life time of o-Ps events makes TQ-Waveform
widely. Thus, there is possibility to identify some percentages of 10C decay backgrounds by
using o-Ps events.
6.1.2 γ-ray
A 10C decay makes three γ-rays (0.7 MeV, 0.511 MeV × 2). Unlike electrons, γ-rays
deposit energy over long distances. This effect is reflected in scintillation waveform, and
TQ-Waveform of γ-ray event expands. Fig. 6.3 is an example of the TQ-Waveforms about 2
back to back electrons and γ-rays (0.511 MeV) events. It shows that TQ-Waveform of γ-ray
event is slightly wider in time. If we can identify γ-rays from this feature, we can reduce 10C
decay backgrounds.
6.2 Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are one of the mathematical models constructed by
artificial neurons (nodes) and synapses. Synapses connect nodes, and its have role of
delivering weighted output from nodes. ANN is applied to the various fields for classification
or prediction (e.g., images, weather, languages), and the purpose is extending with the
development of the technologies.
Multi Perceptron Layer (MLP) is the most popular ANN constructed with the "Input
layer", "Hidden layer" and "Output layer" (Fig. 6.4). There are a lot of nodes in MLP, and
Hidden layer nodes are connected to Input/Output layer nodes. The output from a Hidden
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Fig. 6.3 TQ-waveform of e− and γ
layer node x′1 at input xi is written as
x′1 = σ
(
w0
n
∑
i=1
wixi
)
= σ
(
w0+wTx
)
(6.1)
where σ is an activation function, wi is a weight of connection and w0 is a bias constant.
Hyperbolic tangent, Sigmoid function and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) are often used as
the activation function.
The weights are optimized to calculate output with purpose by training. The most popular
training method is the backwards propagation of errors. Comparing the ANN output and the
expected answer for input, errors are calculated. Then errors are propagated to backwards,
and weights are optimized to reduce these errors. This method is called as "Supervised
Learning".
There are some types of ANN with depend on purposes. The most commonly types of
ANN are following.
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Fig. 6.4 Multi Layer Perceptron [17]
6.2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
The images are represented by the N×M matrices, and there are a lot of pixels. Adjacent
pixels have a strong relationship, and the relationship between distant pixels is week. Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are the type of ANNs that recognizes the characteristics
of data by convolving data locally and acquiring positional robustness for each convolution
area. Typical CNNs hidden layer is constructed with the Convolutional layer (Convolution
filters and Pooling layers) and Fully connected layer (Fig. 6.5). In recent years, Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs) which alternately overlaps Convolution filters and Pooling layers, boasts
high image recognition performance.
Fig. 6.5 Typical CNN system and image classification pipeline [18]
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Convolution Filter
9 The convolution filters are primal layer of the CNNs. The convolution filters are 1-
Dimensional or 2-Dimensional matrices which smaller than data matrix, and they convolute
data. The matrix elements of the convolution filter are corresponded to "weights", so they are
optimized by training. Recent researches have shown that these filters that respond to the
characteristics of each data are created.
Pooling Layer
The pooling layers summarize the output at each convolution filter. This calculation makes
output size smaller, and it acquires the positional robustness. The pooling layer output does
not depend on the location where the convolution filters strongly reacted. There are some
kinds of the pooling method, "Max pooling" is select the maximum element in the pooling
window, "Average pooling" is select the average of elements in the pooling window (Fig.
6.6). In the pooling layers, there are no trained parameters.
Fig. 6.6 Examples of the pooling method [18]
Fully connected Layer
The outputs from the convolutional and pooling layer are all finally linearly connected to the
upper-level layer called "Fully connected layer". The fully connected layer outputs in the
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form necessary for solving problems. For classification problems, the outputs are often given
by the Softmax function which corresponds to the possibility of the data labels.
6.2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are kinds of ANNs and which have feedback loops in
hidden layers (Fig. 6.7(a)). The input layer has N input units, and input data is a sequence
of vectors through time t such as (...,xt−1,xt ,xt+1), where x = (x1,x2, ...,xN). The hidden
layer has M units ht = (h1,h2, ...,hM), and the connections from inputs are defined with a
weight matrix WIH , the connections to outputs are defined with a weight matrix WOH . In
addition to these weight matrix, hidden layers are connected to each other through time with
recurrent connections with the weight matrix WHH . Fig. 6.7(b) shows the unfolded RNN
through time. The hidden layer defines the state space or "memory" of the internal system as
ht = σH (ot) , (6.2)
where
ot = WIHxt+WHHht−1+bh (6.3)
σH is the activation function, and bh is the bias vector. Finally the output layer of unit number
P yt = (y1,y2, ...,yP) is computed as
yt = σO (WHOht+bO) (6.4)
where σO is the activation functions and bO is the bias vector in the output layer.
From the above, because RNN deals with the time variation of input data, it has strength
in processing time series data. However, as the time step becomes longer, back propagation
of error vanishes at the training. This problem is called "Vanishing gradient problem", and it
stopes optimization of the weight. Contrary to this problem, "Exploding gradient problem"
is exist which is the problem of increasing error in back propagation process. This problem
makes training uncontrollable.
Long-Short Term Memory
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) is most popular RNN unit to improve the vanishing or
exploding gradient problem. LSTM was presented by S. Hochreiter and J. Schmidhuber in
1997[49]. After that, LSTM became a unit which has a "Input Gate", "Output Gate", "Forget
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(a) Folded RNN
(b) Unfolded RNN
Fig. 6.7 A simple RNN and its unfolded structure through time t [19]
Gate" and a cell activation component as shown in Fig. 6.8 through several improvements.
These gates play a role in improving the problem.
The input gate of LSTM is defined as
git = σ
(
WIgixt+WHgiht−1+Wgcgig
c
t−1+bgi
)
, (6.5)
where WIgi is the weight matrix in the input gate from the input layer, WHgi is the weight
matrix in the input gate from hidden state, Wgcgi is the weight matrix in the input gate from
cell activation, bgi is the bias vector in the input gate. The forget gate of LSTM is defined as
g ft = σ
(
WIg f xt+WHg f ht−1+Wgcg f g
c
t−1+bg f
)
, (6.6)
where WIg f is the weight matrix in the forget gate from the input layer, WHg f is the weight
matrix in the forget gate from hidden state, Wgcg f is the weight matrix in the forget gate from
cell activation, bg f is the bias vector in the forget layer. The cell gate is defined as
gct = g
i
t tanh(WIgcxt+WHgcht−1+bgc)+g
f
t gct−1, (6.7)
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where WIgc is the cell gate from the input layer, WHgc is the weight matrix in the cell gate
from hidden state, bgc is the bias vector in the cell gate. The output gate is defined as
got = σ (WIgoxt+WHgoht−1+Wgcgog
c
t +bgo) , (6.8)
where WIgo is the weight matrix in the output gate from the input layer, WHgo is the weight
matrix in the output gate from hidden state, Wgcgo is the weight matrix in the output gate
from cell activation, bgi is the bias vector in the output gate. From the above, the hidden
layer state is computed as
ht = got tanh(g
c
t ) . (6.9)
Fig. 6.8 A LSTM memory block. The dashed line represents time lag [19].
Stacked-LSTM
Stacked-LSTM is an expanded LSTM in which LSTM is stacked in the output direction.
This stacking idea is based on enhancing the network’s capability, same as the other type of
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ANNs. A hidden layer l in a L layered Stacked-LSTM is written as
hlt = σH
(
WIHhl−1t +WHHh
l
t−1+b
l
h
)
, (6.10)
where t = (1, ...,T ), l = (1, ...,L). And the initial hidden layer sequence is defined with using
input sequence hO = (x1, ...,xT ). Finally, the output of the Stacked-LSTM is
yt = σO
(
WHOhLt +bO
)
(6.11)
The deeper layer of the Stacked-LSTM deals the output of the shallower layer. Generally
speaking, the deeper layer of the Stacked-LSTM processes the long term correlation of the
time series data.
6.3 Development of Neural Networks
6.3.1 Development Environment
In recent years, ANNs have been actively used in various fields. And then various devel-
opment environments are supplied by companies and projects. They are quite frequently
updated to new version. The development environment for this research is shown in Tab. 6.1.
As an attention, I used a GPU which is useful for ANN leaning by having strength in parallel
calculation.
Table 6.1 The development environment
OS Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 @ 3.40 GHz
GPU
NVIDIA(R) Quadro K600 2GB
Driver Version: 384.130
Language Python 3.5.2
Library
CUDA : Version 8.0
CuDNN : Version 6
TensorFlow-GPU : Version 1.4.1
Keras : Version 2.1.5
TensorBoard : Version 1.10.0
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6.3.2 Designing of Neural Networks
To reduce the 10C background events, I have developed a neural network to classify events
into 10C-oPs, 10C-pPs and ββ . The designed neural network is shown in Fig. 6.9. It is
a combination of RNN and CNN in parallel. The reasons for each part of design and the
classifier output are described below.
Fig. 6.9 Neural Network model for particle identification
RNN Part
From Fig. 6.3, there is a difference of TQ-Waveform shape between β events and γ events.
The width of TQ-Waveform made by 10C decay is wide, under the influence of including
γ emission or oPs forming. Thus, it is expected to identify 10C decay from TQ-Waveform.
TQ-Waveform is time series data of hit-charge, it is appropriate to perform processing using
RNN. In order to improve the performance of the RNN, it is better to make deepen the layer.
However, the complicated network has the risk of causing leaning instability. In addition to
this, increasing the optimizing parameters requires unrealistic computing time at the training.
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So the relatively simple 2 layered Stacked-LSTM is adopted as RNN part. Also for the same
reason, each layer uses 8 LSTMs.
The input length of RNN was defined as 40 steps in total for every 1 ns of 40 ns (−8
∼ +32 ns) of TQ-Waveform. Generally, LSTM has a potential to deal with lengths longer
than 100 steps. However, it is necessary to pay attention to the stability of learning at all
times, and sequential processing is not able to make parallel calculation by GPU sufficiently
efficient. And it is enough to input 40 ns of data to identify because the number of hit charge
is small at other times.
CNN Part
Compared with β , γ-ray travels a longer distance to deposit its energy into LS. Therefore,
it is expected that PMTs in the γ-ray direction have a faster hit time or a larger amount of
charge. That is confirmed by MC events (Fig. 6.10). In MC, 0.511 MeV of e− and some γ
were generated in back-to-back (Y-axis direction of KamLAND from Z=0 cm). Total charge
of 17"PMTs in the rising range (−4 ∼ +8 ns) of TQ-Waveform is normalized as
DQ17 = DQ17 / N17D / Total Q17 (6.12)
where DQ17 is a total 17"PMT charge in diamond, N17D is the number of 17"PMT in
diamond, TotalQ17 is a total 17"PMT charge. And then, Fig. 6.10 shows the DQ17
distribution with 1000 events. As the energy of γ-rays increased the distribution in the flight
direction becomes larger.
CNN part is added to deal the pattern of the 17"PMT charge of the diamonds, expecting
that it is able to discriminate flat pattern of e− and uneven pattern of γ . As a method that
can expect the highest performance, it is conceivable to use the spherical CNN to correlate
neighboring diamonds and to correlate facing diamonds with each other. However, since the
spherical CNN is an extremely high technique in ANN, it could not be incorporated in this
research due to technical problems. Therefore, I processed diamond charge vectors which
have 30 components with 1-dimensional CNN and expected that flatness could be confirmed.
Due to the requirement of computational complexity limitation, I adopted a design with
three layers and reduced filter number and size as much as possible. It is based on the basic
1-dimansionad CNN design.
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Fig. 6.10 Standardize 17"PMT charge in −8 ∼ −4 ns with 17"PMT charge of total time and
divide by a number 17"PMT for each Diamond. Those are averaged 1000 events.
Fig. 6.11 Arrangement of KamLAND PMTs Diamond
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Classifier Output
Output from RNN and CNN are multiplied at the output node. Finally output of neural
network comes out with the Softmax function as
σ (y)i =
exi
∑3j=1 ex j
, (6.13)
where y is the vector of output layer, i = (1,2,3), j = (1,2,3) at the three classification
problems like this research, (1,2,3)=(10C-oPs,10C-pPs,ββ ). And then
3
∑
i=1
σi = 1, (6.14)
0≤ σi ≤ 1 (6.15)
From the above equations, Softmax output means possibility to classification destination.
Python3 Code of Designed Neural Network
Python3 code of designed neural network is shown in Listing. 6.1. This code does not
include the data input part, the output part and any other processing parts. The function
named as "MyModel" is designed neural networks with "The Keras Functional API". "The
Keras Functional API" is the method to define complex models, such as combining two
networks in parallel.
Listing 6.1 Python3 code of the designed neural networks.
1 ### Functional API is used for MyModel. ###
2
3 def MyModel ():
4
5 ### Input Layer ###
6 inputs1 = Input(shape =(40 ,1))
7 inputs2 = Input(shape =(30 ,1))
8 inputs = [inputs1 , inputs2]
9
10 ### RNN Part ###
11 Lstm1 = CuDNNLSTM (8,
12 kernel_initializer=’he_normal ’,
13 recurrent_initializer=’he_normal ’,
14 unit_forget_bias=True ,
15 return_sequences=True)(inputs1)
16 Lstm1 = BatchNormalization ()(Lstm1)
17 Lstm1 = CuDNNLSTM (8,
18 kernel_initializer=’he_normal ’,
19 recurrent_initializer=’he_normal ’,
20 unit_forget_bias=True ,
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21 return_sequences=False)(Lstm1)
22 Lstm1 = BatchNormalization ()(Lstm1)
23
24 ### CNN Part ###
25 Conv1 = Conv1D (64, 8, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’)(inputs2)
26 Conv1 = BatchNormalization ()(Conv1)
27 MP1 = MaxPooling1D (2, padding=’same’)(Conv1)
28 MP1 = Dropout (0.2)(MP1)
29 Conv2 = Conv1D (32, 8, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’)(MP1)
30 Conv2 = BatchNormalization ()(Conv2)
31 MP2 = MaxPooling1D (3, padding=’same’)(Conv2)
32 MP2 = Dropout (0.2)(MP2)
33 Conv3 = Conv1D (16, 8, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’)(MP2)
34 Conv3 = BatchNormalization ()(Conv3)
35 MP3 = MaxPooling1D (5, padding=’same’)(Conv3)
36 MP3 = Dropout (0.2)(MP3)
37 Conv4 = Conv1D(8, 8, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’)(MP3)
38 Conv4 = BatchNormalization ()(Conv4)
39 Conv4 = Dropout (0.2)(Conv4)
40 Conv4 = Reshape ((8,))(Conv4)
41
42 ### Combine RNN + CNN ###
43 Multi = Multiply ()([Lstm1 , Conv4])
44 Multi = BatchNormalization ()(Multi)
45
46 ### Output Layer ###
47 predictions = Dense(3, activation=’softmax ’)(Multi)
48 model = Model(inputs=inputs , outputs=predictions)
49
50 return model
6.3.3 Training
In the energy region of 10C decay (1.5 - 3.5 MeV), ANN is created that classify three types.
In training ANN for this research, the discrimination performance might depend on energy.
Therefore, the energy region (1.5 - 3.5 MeV) is segmented every 0.1 MeV and 20 ANNs are
trained independently. For the ββ analysis, the event discrimination is performed by ANN
corresponding to each energy.
Training Data and Validation Data
Training of ANN requires the training data and validation data for monitoring the state of
training. Each data was generated by MC. When generating 10C-oPs, the mean lifetime of
o-Ps was set to 2.9 ns. The mean lifetime is manually given. Firstly e− is generated for
obtaining energy deposition process, and 0 MeV of e+ is generated for obtaining annihilation
γ-ray process. These two events are merged with a lifetime, and then event reconstruction is
processed. For the 10C-pPs, lifetime is set to 0 ns.
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For this training, we got 15,000 training samples for each type of events (total 45,000
samples) in a ANN by MC. And 5,000 validation samples for each type of events (total
15,000 samples) in a ANN.
Parameters Setting and Training Technique
In order to stabilize learning and improve efficiency, it is required to tune some parameters
which is called "Hyper Parameter". The setting of the hyper parameters is below.
Parameter Optimizer
The parameters are optimized by reducing the loss function at the training. And there are
some kinds of optimization method. In this training, Adaptive moment estimation (Adam)
was adopted for the optimizer. Adam is one of the most popular optimizers, and it optimize
parameters with considering the past updated length and moved direction.
In addition to this optimizer, update rate was set manually. Update rate was 0.1% at
iteration is less than 50, and it was 0.01% at iteration is more than 50.
Parameter Initializer
The efficiency of training depends on the initial parameters. In this training, "He initial-
ization" which is one of the most popular initializers, was adopted for the parameters. He
initialization initializes parameters by using Gaussian distribution with 2/
√
n as the standard
deviation, where n is the number of nodes from previous layer.
BatchSize
There is a method of simultaneously processing multiple samples and bundle the results.
This method is called batch processing. The batch processing method makes the training
efficient and the networks non-biased. In this training, I adopted the batch processing method,
and the batch size was defined 1,000.
Dropout
Dropout is a method to learn while randomly erasing nodes. Dropout method is the most
important technique to make non-biased networks in the training. In this training, 20%
dropouts were inserted to after the Max-pooling layer in CNN part. The other hand, there
were no dropouts in RNN part because there is a possibility to make noises [50].
Batch Normalization
Batch normalization is the technique to make the training efficient and the networks non-
biased. This method normalizes the inputs at each layer by using all of the inputs in the batch.
In this training, batch normalizations are inserted to each LSTM, CNN and Multiply layers.
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Progress and Result of the Training
With the above settings, training for the neural networks I developed was processed. A part of
the training proceedings are shown in Fig. 6.12 ∼ 6.13. The cross entropy (=Loss) is going
down and the accuracy is going up, and finally become steady in each neural networks. If
neural networks are biased to training samples, the difference of the cross entropy or accuracy
becomes large. In this training, the differences of them are enough small. Training of the all
of neural networks have been succeeded.
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Fig. 6.12 Loss function and Accuracy
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Fig. 6.13 Loss function and Accuracy
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6.4 Evaluation of the Performance
It is necessary to evaluate the discrimination performance of the trained neural networks. The
discrimination performance for some kinds of events including ββ and 10C are evaluated in
Data or MC. And then systematic errors are evaluated.
6.4.1 Discrimination of ββ and 10C
The discrimination performance of ββ and 10C is evaluated at each energy. "Validation Data"
are used in this evaluation. Event types are discriminated on the distribution of Softmax
output to ββ class (left side of Fig. 6.14, 6.15, 6.16). These figures show that the distribution
of Softmax outputs are different for each event type. Discrimination thresholds are taken at
Softmax outputs at the maximum value of figure of merit (FOM). FOM is defined as
FOM =
(Number of Signal)√
(Number of Background) + (Number of Signal)
≃ 1 − (Inefficiency of ββ )√
1 − (Rejection Efficiency of 10C) , (6.16)
where first formula is able to form second formula when number of backgrounds is enough
larger than signal. FOM of the discrimination of ββ and 10C at each energy are shown in
Fig. 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 right side.
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Fig. 6.14 Softmax output to ββ class and FOM. Green transparent regions are ∼20% cut
area.
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Fig. 6.15 Softmax output to ββ class and FOM. Green transparent regions are ∼20% cut
area.
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Fig. 6.16 Softmax output to ββ class and FOM. Green transparent region are∼20% cut area.
From above figures, the maximum values of FOM are around 1.2, the inefficiencies of
ββ are calculated to around 20% in each energy. The variation of 10C rejection efficiencies
and ββ inefficiencies is ∼10%. This fluctuation which can be introduced by the statistical
uncertainties of the MC samples, may make problems at spectrum analysis, it is better to
become flat. Therefore, the discrimination thresholds are fixed to Softmax output at which
inefficiencies are ∼20%, and then rejection efficiencies of 10C are shown in Fig. 6.17. In this
figure, rejection efficiency of 10C is ∼55% (at ∼20% inefficiency of ββ ). The evaluation of
the validation of this performance is described later.
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Fig. 6.17 Rejection efficiency of 10C (oPs:pPs = 1:1) and inefficiency of ββ at each energy.
Rejection thresholds are Softmax output to ββ class at ∼20% inefficiency of ββ . Statistical
error bars are small that they can not be visible.
For 10C-oPs events, the differences between time of energy deposit by e+ + de-exitation
γ from 10C (T1), and time of annihilation γ (T2) are manually given from a exponential with
τ=2.9 ns. ∆T (time difference between energy deposit and annihilation) distribution of all
10C-oPs events (1.5 - 3.5 MeV) and rejected 10C-oPs events are shown in Fig. 6.18. The
figure shows that the rejection efficiency becomes worse as ∆T becomes shorter. It means that
the trained neural networks determine the event type based on the width of TQ-Waveform.
An example of TQ-waveform of the event rejected or remained by neural networks
method is shown in Fig. 6.19 They were chosen because the softmax output is clearly large
or small. It is able to be seen that the width of TQ-waveform is wider for the rejected event.
It also supports that the neural networks identifying the event type based on the width of
TQ-waveform.
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Fig. 6.18 ∆T (= T2 - T1) distribution of 10C (1.5 - 3.5 MeV). ∆T is manually given from a
exponential with τ=2.9 ns [20].
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Fig. 6.19 Example of 10C-oPs TQ-Waveform. A rejected event and a remained event are
compared.
6.4.2 Inefficiency of 2νββ (Phase-II Data)
2νββ events in the Period-2 data are useful to evaluate the inefficiency of ββ as actual data.
The ββ samples are selected in the high purity region (R < 1 m, 1.5 MeV < Energy < 2.0
MeV). A energy bin with 1.5 - 1.6 MeV has large share of background, and the 2νββ purity
is >94%. Which energy bin has relatively many background events.
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Fig. 6.20 shows the comparison of the Softmax output of MC and Data. Both Softmax
output are in good consistency. Fig. 6.21 shows inefficiencies of 2νββ . The inefficiency of
2νββ is 18.2% in data, and the systematic error is 2.4% from valuation in each energy.
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Fig. 6.20 Classifier output to ββ class of ββ (MC) and 2νββ (Data) in Phase-II (1.5 ∼ 2.0
MeV)
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Fig. 6.21 Inefficiency of 2νββ in Phase-II data.
6.4.3 10C (Phase-II Data)
To evaluate 10C rejection efficiency in Phase-II data, tagged 10C events with triple coincidence
are used. Tagging condition is same as double beta analysis in previous research. Evaluation
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data is selected in almost all Xe-LS volumes (R < 1.5 m) to obtain 10C samples as much as
possible. Events outside the (2.2 - 2.8) MeV are not used, because the 10C purity is low due
to the influence of 2νββ events and 208Tl events from IB film.
There are only 34 events as 10C candidates in data. The purity is determined to be 80
% from the ∆T distribution. Fig. 6.22 shows the Softmax output to ββ class of tagged 10C
events. The distribution looks like to favor left side. And then they are discriminated at the
threshold determined in Sec. 6.4.1. It has no confidence due to small statistics, however
21/34 = (62 ± 11)% of 10C candidates are rejected consistently. Fig. 6.23 shows the
rejection efficiencies in each energy, and Fig. 6.24 shows ∆T (time difference from last
muon) distribution.
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Fig. 6.22 Classifier output to ββ
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6.4.4 Source 60Co (MC and Data)
Source 60Co events used in MC tuning are useful to compare MC and Data in detail. And
because of 60Co is γ-ray events, the systematic error of rejection efficiency is calculated.
Fig. 6.25, 6.26 show the comparison of the classifier output and rejection efficiency for
each Z-axis position. MC and Data are almost consistent, however there are some strange
events in Softmax Output > 0.8. They are cases where a PMT has an abnormally high charge,
which are removed in physics analysis. Furthermore in Z60Co=−135 cm data, rejection
efficiencies are clearly higher than MC in > 2.5 MeV. This difference is thought to cause by
γ-rays reacting in KamLAND-LS which MC tuning accuracy is worse than Xe-LS. From the
variation of rejection efficiency of MC and Data in 0νββ energy region, the systematic error
of background side (10C, 214Bi, etc.) is defined as 7.3%, because of the systematic error of
10C rejection efficiency can’t be evaluated by using data. This systematic error is taken into
account in parameter constraints of background events at the spectral fitting.
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Fig. 6.25 Comparison of MC and Data for the source 60Co events
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(g) Classifier output to ββ
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Fig. 6.26 Comparison of MC and Data for the source 60Co events
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6.4.5 214Bi in Xe-LS (MC and Data)
214Bi events in Xe-LS are useful to compare MC and Data in detail. Evaluation events are
selected by using delayed coincidence tagging in just before the start of Phase-II (R < 1.0
m, 1.5 MeV < Energy < 3.2 MeV), which contains a large amount of radon. The purity is
determined to be 99.5 % from the ∆T distribution. Fig. 6.27 show the comparison of MC
and Data. From Fig. 6.27 (a), it can be seen that MC and Data make a distribution of the
same shape. Form Fig. 6.27 (b), rejection efficiencies of MC and Data are well consistent
from lower energy region to higher energy region. These consistencies are used to evaluate
systematic error of rejection efficiency in 0νββ energy region (Sec. 6.4.7).
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Fig. 6.27 Comparison of MC and Data for 214Bi events in the Xe-LS.
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6.4.6 208Tl in IB Film (MC and Data)
IB film contains 208Tl as 232Th series. Evaluation data is selected in Phase-II (R < 1.35 m,
3.0 MeV < Energy < 3.5 MeV). Fig. 6.28 show the comparison of MC and Data. From
these figures, rejection efficiencies are around 70% in each energy, then MC and Data are
consistent. 208Tl β−-decay emits 2.61 MeV γ-ray, which energy is higher than other events.
It makes TQ-Waveform wide similar to 10C-oPs. This consistency supports the validity of
the 10C rejection efficiencies which were evaluated in MC.
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Fig. 6.28 Comparison of MC and Data for 208Tl events in the IB film
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6.4.7 Systematic Uncertainty in 0νββ Energy Region
The systematic error of ββ inefficiency in (1.5 - 2.0) MeV is estimated to be 2.4% (Sec.
6.4.2). The systematic error of inefficiency in 0νββ energy region is estimated by using
214Bi events shown in Fig. 6.27 (b). The difference between MC and Data seems to tend to
increase as energy gets higher. The average of the difference of 214Bi rejection efficiencies
between MC and Data in (1.5 - 2.0) MeV is 1.65%. And the largest difference in the higher
energy region is 4.19% in (2.8 - 2.9) MeV, which is 2.6 times higher than 1.65%. Therefore,
the systematic error of 2.4% is considered to increases to be up to 6.3% in the 0νββ energy
region. The systematic error 6.3% is enough smaller than the statistical error 25% in 0νββ
energy region (Sec. 7.1).

Chapter 7
Double Beta Decay Analysis
Developed neural network was evaluated that it has ability to reduce 10C background and the
other radiative backgrounds. Then we improve the sensitivity on the half-life of the 0νββ
decay with neural network method. This chapter describes the analysis method, and finally
estimates the half-life of the 0νββ decay.
7.1 Conditions
Reduction efficiency by using neural networks is evaluated in R<135 cm of KamLAND-Zen
Period-2. However, it has not been evaluated in other volumes and periods yet. The neural
network method is not allowed to apply all region and period. In this research, high sensitivity
region calculated by preceding study is used. This selection has meaning of confirming the
neural network method powers.
7.1.1 Fiducial Volume (FV)
In this research, following asymmetric spherical cut for the volume is used.
• R < 1.26 m in Z > 0 m : 4.2 m3
• R < 1.06 m in Z < 0 m : 2.5 m3
This volume is sensitive region derived by the number of IB backgrounds. The sensitivity of
the Phase-II 5.6×1025 yr (90% C.L) expects 21.0 events of backgrounds in 0νββ region
(2.3∼2.7 MeV) in this vertically asymmetric volume. Contrary to this, 16 events are observed
in this volume.
From the preceding research, the uncertainty of FV is 3% in R < 1 m [15]. It is enough
smaller than statistical error in 0νββ region, the uncertainty is out of account in analysis.
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Fig. 7.1 shows selected events distribution that exist in the asymmetrical volume in
Period-2. It is able to be confirmed that the events in this fiducial volume are uniformly
distributed in space and time, and there is no bias in the neural networks rejection.
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(b) The time variation of event rate with visible energy
Fig. 7.1 Events distribution in Period-2. (a) shows event vertex (black points) in 0νββ energy
region with IB film shape (bold blue line) and asymmetrical fiducial volume (fine blue line).
Rejected events by neural networks (magenta points) are overwritten. (b) shows the time
variation of events (black points) in asymmetrical fiducial volume with 0νββ energy region
(red dashed lines). Rejected events by neural networks (magenta points) are overwritten. The
periods without data are the dead time due to electronics troubles.
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7.1.2 Number of Targets
Number of 136Xe targets is calculated from installed xenon mass, concentration and abun-
dance.
Xenon Mass
For starting Phase-II, 411.5±1.0 kg of xenon is prepared initially. After installing xenon to
IB, 28.7±1.8 kg of xenon is remained in the preparation system. Thus, dissolved xenon mass
in IB is estimated to 382.8±2.1 kg.
After closing Phase-II, 377.9± 2.2 kg of xenon is extracted from Xe-LS in IB. Taking
account of the <0.5 kg of potential loss estimated by measuring the xenon amount in outer-LS,
378.4±2.2 kg of xenon was dissolved in the IB.
Therefore, the amount of xenon (WXe) in IB is calculated to WXe = (380.7±3.2) kg. The
mean value is derived as weighted average of both estimations. The uncertainty is√
2.22+(378.4−380.7)2 = 3.2 kg
Xenon Concentration
Xenon concentration (CXe) is calculated by using Xe-LS volume (16.75 m3) and its density
(780.13 kg/m3) as follow.
CXe =
Mass of xenon in Xe-LS
Mass of Xe-LS
=
380.7[kg]
16.75 [m3]×780.13 [kg/m3]
= (2.91±0.04)% (7.1)
The uncertainty of 0.04% come from error of xenon mass and Xe-LS volume, and which is
no used for analysis.
Xenon Abundance
Isotopic abundances are measured to be R136Xe = (90.77±0.08)% for 136Xe and (8.96±0.02)%
for 134Xe. They are evaluated by using a mass spectrometer calibrated with natural xenon gas.
The uncertainty comes from database error and abundance of reference gas. This estimation
gives relative atomic mass of enriched xenon (RAMXe) as 135.716 u.
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Number of 136Xe
The number of targets is estimated from the above values.
The number of 136Xe = NA
109 [g]×CXeR136Xe
RAMXe
= 6.022×1023 10
9×0.0291×0.0977
135.716
= 1.17×1029 (kt of Xe-LS)−1 , (7.2)
where NA is the Avogadro constant. It indicates 344.1 kg of 136Xe is contained in 13 ton of
Xe-LS.
7.1.3 Data set
KamLAND-Zen Phase-II is separated to two equal time periods, defined as Period-1 and
Period-2, by reason of irregular variation of 110mAg background in 0νββ region. In this
research, Period-2 is selected because of 110mAg background is enough suppressed and 10C
decay is dominant background. Summary of the Period-2 data is described at Tab. 7.1.
Table 7.1 Summary of the Period-2 data. The good runs and the half-bad runs are used in
analysis.
Period 17 Nov. 2014 - 27 Oct. 2015
Livetime 263.8 day
136Xe exposure (all volume) 248.5 kg·yr
136Xe exposure (6.7 m3) 99.4 kg·yr
7.1.4 Summary of conditions
Conditions described in this section are summarized as follows. Information of Xe-LS used
in spectral fit is summarized at Tab. 7.2.
• Run selection :The good runs and the half-bad runs in Period-2.
• Fiducial volume : 6.7 m3 inside (R < 1.2 m (Z > 0 m), R < 1.06 m (Z < 0 m))
• Energy range : 1.5 MeV < E < 3.5 MeV
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Table 7.2 Summary of the Xe-LS information
Xe-LS density 780.13 kg/m3
Xe-LS volume (16.68±0.17) m3
Xe concentration (2.91 ± 0.04)% by weight of Xe-LS
isotopic abundance of 136Xe (90.77 ±0.08)%
the number of 136Xe 1.17 × 1029 kt−1
uncertainty of Xe mass 0.8%
uncertainty of 136Xe abundance 0.04%
7.2 Spectral Fit
7.2.1 Fit Method
Volume Bin
In the 0νββ analysis, asymmetric volume is separated to upper side (Z > 0 m) and lower
side (Z < 0 m) because of the radioactive contamination in IB is Z-axis asymmetric. Spectra
divided into 2 volumes are fitted simultaneously.
Definition of χ2
χ2 is defined as
χ2 = χ2bin+χ
2
penalty, (7.3)
where χ2bin is for binned spectra, χ
2
penalty is for constrained parameters.
χ2bin =
2ΣiΣ j
[
νi j−ni j+ni jlog
(
ni j/νi j
)] (
ni j ̸= 0
)
2ΣiΣ j
[
νi j−ni j
] (
ni j = 0
) , (7.4)
where νi j is expected events, ni j is observed events for (i, j)-th bin identified by energy and
theta. Condition of each region is set as follows.
• Energy Bin : 1.5 < E < 3.5 MeV, 0.05 MeV width, (i=1,2,...,40)
• Theta Bin : Z > 0 m or Z < 0 m, (j=1,2)
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Several free parameters are constrained by the evaluated values, and the penalty χ2 is used
for them as
χ2penalty = Σn
(
On−En
σn
)
, (7.5)
where On is observed, En is expected and σn is error for n-th bin.
Fit Parameters
Details of the fit parameters are described below. Tab. 7.3 shows the summary of them.
• 136Xe 0νββ :
Event rate is scanned at 0.05 (ton·day)−1.
• 136Xe 2νββ :
Event rate is free varied.
• 238U series :
214Bi and 214Pb are included. In Xe-LS, constraint of event rate is estimated by 214Bi-
214Po sequential tagging in 1.2 m-radius with 0.046%. Radioactive distribution in IB
film is non-uniform, thus MC spectra is used which reproduce actual distribution. In
this fitting, event rate is independent on the upper side and the lower side. The rejection
inefficiency of sequential tagging is fixed to 70%. It is affected by neural networks
veto. Constraint values is set to 7.9% for IB lower side, 11.1% for IB upper side.
• 210Bi :
210Bi rate in Xe-LS, IB film and Outer-LS are fixed at best-fit values by the exploratory
fit including lower energy. 210Bi is in the 210Pb-210Bi-210Po sub-chain of the 238U
series. However its rate is treated independently due to the 210Pb contamination.
• 210Po :
Event rate is fixed to 3.4×107 (kt·day)−1.
• 232Th series :
212Bi and 208Tl are included. Non-uniform radioactive distribution model is used for
208Tl in IB film as same as 214Bi series. The rejection inefficiency of sequential tagging
is fixed to 70%. Event rate is searched with constraint values because of it is strongly
affected by neural networks veto. Constraint values is set to 7.9% for IB lower side,
8.4% for IB upper side.
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• 40K :
Event rate is fixed to best-fit values in the prior spectral fit.
• 85Kr :
Event rate is fixed to best-fit values in the prior spectral fit.
• 110mAg :
Event rate is searched as free varied in Xe-LS and IB film.
• 137Cs :
Event rate is fixed to best-fit values in the prior spectral fit.
• 134Cs :
Event rate is fixed to best-fit values in the prior spectral fit.
• 137Xe :
Event rate is searched with constraint values which is estimated from the production
rate of spallation neutron and the capture cross sections of thermal neutron by the
Xe-LS components
• 11C :
Event rate is searched with constraint values which is evaluated by using KamLAND-
LS (non Xenon loaded). It is affected by neural networks veto. Constraint values is set
to 28%.
• 10C :
Event rate is searched with constraint values which is evaluated by using KamLAND-
LS (non Xenon loaded). It is affected by neural networks veto. Constraint values is set
to 28%.
• 6He, 12B :
Event rate is searched with constraint values which is evaluated by using KamLAND-
LS (non Xenon loaded).
• Energy scale nonlinearity :
Energy scale nonlinearity is consisted of scale factor (α), Birk’s constant (kB) and
ratio of Cherenkov and scintillation contribution (R). kB and R have anti-correlated
spectrum distortion effects. The combination of these 3 parameters is constrained in
a range of ∆χ2 from the best fit evaluated by the source calibration data and 214Bi
spectrum from initial 222Rn.
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Table 7.3 Summary of fit parameters
Condition Material
136Xe 0νββ scanned Xe-LS - - -
136Xe 2νββ floated Xe-LS - - -
238U series constrained Xe-LS - - -
constrained - IB (z<0,z>0) - -
232Th series fixed Xe-LS - - -
constrained - IB (z<0,z>0) - -
40K fixed Xe-LS IB (z<0,z>0) Outer-LS -
210Bi fixed Xe-LS IB Outer-LS (z<0,z>0) -
85Kr fixed Xe-LS - - -
110mAg floated Xe-LS IB (z<0,z>0) - -
137Cs fixed - IB (z<0,z>0) - -
134Cs fixed - IB (z<0,z>0) - -
137Xe constrained - - - cosmogenic
11C constrained - - - cosmogenic
10C constrained - - - cosmogenic
6He constrained - - - cosmogenic
12B constrained - - - cosmogenic
210Po fixed - - - uniform
Energy scale
constrained - - - -
nonlinearity
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7.2.2 Distortion of MC Spectra by Neural Networks Veto
The efficiency of neural networks rejection depends on energy, it is inconvenient in fitting
MC spectra used in fitting are distorted by variation of neural networks veto efficiency. To
realize accurate fitting, efficiency for each type of events are re-calculated in asymmetrical
fiducial volume. Fig. 7.2 show the efficiency after neural networks veto of the several types
of events. Information of the re-calculating efficiency is summarized as follows.
• Event type : ββ , 10C, 208Tl, γ-ray general
• Radius : (R < 1.26 m in Z > 0 m), (R < 1.06 m in Z < 0 m)
• Energy : 1.5 MeV < Energy < 3.5 MeV, 0.1 MeV interval
efficiency on neighbor energy is used at the large statistical error.
ββ
Efficiency is calculated as around 80% by using MC events of ββ . The trend of efficiency
is same as at the performance evaluation of neural networks. The systematic error is able to
be considered as 6.3%.
60Co
Efficiency is calculated as around 55% by using MC events of 60Co. The trend of
efficiency is same as at the performance evaluation of neural networks. The systematic error
is able to be considered as 7.3%.
10C
Efficiency is calculated as around 45% by using MC events of 10C, which fraction of
10C-oPs and 10C-pPs is 50% and 50%. The trend of efficiency is same as at the performance
evaluation of neural networks. The systematic error is adopted 7.3% from systematic error of
60Co.
208Tl (IB Film)
Efficiency is calculated by using MC events of 208Tl. There is difference between Z-axis
upper and lower. Efficiencies at Energy < ∼3 MeV has substantially no means because of
there are almost no 208Tl events. The systematic error is adopted 7.3% from systematic error
of 60Co.
214Bi (IB Film)
Since the number of events in FV is small, the efficiency curve cannot be derived from
MC or Data. In this analysis, the efficiency curve of 214Bi in Xe-LS (Data) is scaled by the
total rejection efficiency of 214Bi calculated in (1.3 m < R < 1.4 m), is used. The systematic
error is adopted 7.3% from systematic error of 60Co.
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Fig. 7.2 Efficiency curves for each type of events after the neural network rejection.
MC spectra used in fitting are multiplied by efficiency. It is summarized Tab. 7.4 which
efficiency to use.
Table 7.4 Assignment of the efficiency for MC spectra
ββ
136Xe 0νββ , 136Xe 2νββ ,
40K, 85K, 137Cs, 134Cs 6He, 12B, 210Po,
210Bi (Xe-LS, IB, Outer-LS)
60Co
11C,
238U series (Xe-LS, Outer-LS),
110mAg (Xe-LS, IB)
10C 10C
208Tl 232Th series (IB)
214Bi 238U series (IB)
7.2.3 Best Fit Result
There are no excess of 0νββ signal in this analysis. Fig. 7.3 shows the comparison of the
applied and non-applied spectra of neural networks veto. And the best-fit spectra in each
volume in fiducial volume are able to be checked in Fig. 7.4, 7.5, 7.6.
The obtained background rates recovered by efficiency after the neural networks veto, is
consistent with the without using neural networks veto. It is summarized with the expected
values in 0νββ energy region at Tab. 7.5. Energy scale nonlinearity parameters in Xe-LS
are changed from (α , kB, R) = (0.996, 0.25, 0.025) to (α , kB, R) = (1.002, 0.34, 0.0). These
changes shift the energy spectrum higher (Fig. 7.7). The observed and expected events
decrease to ∼2/3 in 0νββ energy region, and the proportion of 10C decay and 238U from IB
film in total background decreased. Accordingly, 2νββ decay increased its domination in
0νββ energy region.
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Fig. 7.3 Energy spectra with best-fit backgrounds
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Fig. 7.4 Energy distributions of equal-volume bins (0.00 m < R < 0.93 m).
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Fig. 7.5 Energy distributions of equal-volume bins (0.93 m < R < 1.17 m).
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Fig. 7.6 Energy distributions of equal-volume bins (1.17 m < R < 1.26 m).
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Table 7.5 Summary of the dominant backgrounds at 0νββ best-fit. The units of rate are
[events/day/kt] for Xe-LS and Spallation Products, and [events/day] for IB Film.
Without neural networks veto With neural networks veto
rate events in 0νββ rate events in 0νββ
window window
Xe-LS
136Xe 2νββ 1.0×105 9.3 1.0×105 8.2
238U series (214Bi) 2.7×102 0.045 2.7×102 0.025
232Th series (208Tl) 14.7 0.001 14.7 0.0
110mAg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
IB Film
238U series (lower) 30.2 4.2 30.0 2.4
238U series (upper) 23.3 2.3 23.2 1.3
232Th series (lower) 134.9 0.031 136.0 0.004
232Th series (upper) 109.9 0.010 109.9 0.002
110mAg (lower) 0.01 0.001 0.02 0.001
110mAg (upper) 0.01 0.007 0.02 0.013
Spallation Products
10C 9.1 3.8 9.0 1.8
137Xe 3.6 0.66 3.4 0.52
12B 7.5 0.24 7.1 0.18
6He 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.004
total expected - 20.6 - 14.4
observed - 16 - 11
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Fig. 7.7 Comparison of 2νββ energy spectra with and without the neural networks method
application. The energy spectrum is shifted slightly higher after the neural networks method
application.
7.3 Limits on 136Xe 0νββ Decay
90% C.L. upper limit of 0νββ decay rate is given from the χ2 test. From Fig. 7.8, upper limit
of 0νββ decay rate in Period-2 is 3.25 (kt·day)−1. By combining <5.5 (kt·day)−1 which
is upper limit in Period-1 and this, the upper limit in Phase-II is obtained as 2.3 (kt·day)−1.
The corresponding half-life limit is
T 0ν1/2 (Phase-II)> 9.6×1025 yr (90% C.L.) (7.6)
Decay rate limit in Period-2 is improved from preceding research 3.4 (kt·day)−1, in spite of
the fiducial volume shrinks to∼40%. As a reference value, upper limit in Period-2 calculated
with the same volume as this research without using the neural networks rejection is 3.75
(kt·day)−1, which is corresponded to 0νββ half-life T 0ν1/2 > 5.9× 1025 yr. Rate limit and
half-life limit of 0νββ decay in Phase-II is summarized at Tab. 7.6.
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Table 7.6 136Xe 0νββ decay limits in Phase-II
Period-1
Period-2 Combined (Period-1+2)
w/o NN veto w/ NN veto w/o NN veto w/ NN veto
Limit of decay rate
< 5.5 < 3.4 < 3.25 < 2.4 < 2.3
(kt·day)−1
Limit of T0ν1/2 (yr) > 4.0×1025 > 6.5×1025 > 6.8×1025 > 9.2×1025 > 9.6×1025
 [events/day/kton]νXe 0136
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Fig. 7.8 ∆χ2 distribution for 0νββ decay rate.
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The half-life limit in Phase-II is able to be combined with the result of Phase-I T 0ν1/2 >
1.9× 1025 yr (90% C.L.) as shown in Fig. 7.9. Finally, this research obtains the half-life
limit as
T 0ν1/2 (Phase-I+ II)> 1.12×1026 yr (90% C.L.) , (7.7)
which is improved from preceding research limit 1.07×1026 yr.
 yr)25 (101/2ν0T
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Fig. 7.9 ∆χ2 distribution for 0νββ half-life.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Prospects
8.1 Conclusion
KamLAND-Zen is an experiment to search for 0νββ decay. The data was collected from
October 2011 to October 2015. 10C background became a serious background in 0νββ decay
energy region as KamLAND-Zen accumulates more data. 10C background has been reduced
by triple coincidence tagging with (64±4)% efficiency. However, further improvement of the
0νββ sensitivity requires higher background reduction efficiency.
The purpose of this research is 0νββ decay search with high sensitivity, which is realized
by reducing the 10C background. The neural networks method has a potential to be a powerful
method to reduce the 10C background. Author optimized KamLAND-Zen Monte Carlo (MC)
parameters to train the neural networks, and successfully developed the neural networks. The
developed neural networks method has the 10C background reduction efficiency (55 ± 7.3)%
with signal inefficiency of (20 ± 2.4)%.
Neural networks method is applied to a part of KamLAND-Zen data (Period-2, R < 1.26
m in Z > 0 m, R < 1.06 m in Z < 0 m) dominated by 10C background. Number of observed
events in 0νββ decay energy region has been reduced from 16 events to 11 events. This
research obtained the 136Xe 0νββ decay half-life limit T 0ν1/2 > 6.8× 1025 yr (90% C.L.).
By combining with the preceding results of Period-1 and Phase-I, the 136Xe 0νββ decay
half-life limit is obtained as T 0ν1/2 > 1.12×1026 yr. Furthermore, author demonstrated that
the neural networks method is expected to improve the result of 0νββ decay search if this
method is applied to whole data set of KamLAND-Zen.
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8.2 Discussion
8.2.1 Comparison with Other 136Xe 0νββ Decay Experiment
None of 136Xe 0νββ decay experiments observed positive signals, only lower limit of the
136Xe 0νββ decay half-life are reported as shown in the below.
• KamLAND-Zen (This work) : T 0ν1/2 > 1.12 × 1026 yr (90% C.L.)
• KamLAND-Zen (Preceding work) : T 0ν1/2 > 1.07 × 1026 yr (90% C.L.) [16].
• EXO-200 : T 0ν1/2 > 1.8 × 1025 yr (90% C.L.) [34].
Another experiment using 136Xe is EXO-200. EXO-200 analyzed data corrected until
May 2016. This work provides the best lower limit of the 136Xe 0νββ decay half-life, which
is ∼10 times longer than that of EXO-200.
8.2.2 Impact to 0νββ Decay Experiment
The 0νββ half-life is expressed by nuclear matrix element (NME), phase-space factor (PSF)
and effective Majorana neutrino mass, as represented by Eq. 2.57 or below.(
T 0ν1/2
)−1
= G0ν
(
Qββ ,Z
) |M0ν |2 〈mββ〉2 , (8.1)
where G0ν
(
Qββ ,Z
)
is the PSF, M0ν is NME of 0νββ decay and
〈
mββ
〉
is the effective
Majorana mass.
Effective Majorana neutrino mass is often used to compare the results among different
types of experiments that use different types of nuclei because
〈
mββ
〉
is a common property
for all nuclei. NME of 136Xe 0νββ decay are derived by various calculation methods. Tab.
8.1 summarizes the NMEs of 136Xe 0νββ decay.
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Table 8.1 Nuclear matrix elements of 136Xe 0νββ decay (M0ν ) derived by various calculation
models
Model M0ν Reference
EDF 4.20 [51]
ISM 1.77 [52]
IBM-2 3.05 [53]
pnQRPA 2.91 [54]
SRQRPA-A 2.29 [55]
SRQRPA-B 2.95 [55]
QRPA-A 2.177 [56]
QRPA-B 2.460 [56]
SkM-HFB-QRPA 1.55 [57]
The lower limit of the 136Xe 0νββ decay half-life obtained in this research corresponds
to an super limit of
〈
mββ
〉
as〈
mββ
〉
< (60 − 161) meV (90% C.L.) (8.2)
where the range is given by the uncertainty of the nuclear model shown in Tab. 8.1. In this
calculation, 1.444 × 10−25 yr−1eV−2 is used as PSF, which is corrected by multiplying
G0ν(136Xe) = 14.54× 10−15 yr−1 by g4A/m2e . This correction comes from Coulomb potential
derived from a realistic proton density distribution in heavier nuclei [58].
This research obtained the best upper limit among currently existing 0νββ search
experiments (Tab. 8.2). KamLAND-Zen is the most sensitive experiment to investigate the
nature of Majorana neutrinos.
Table 8.2 List of 0νββ decay half-life and effective Majorana neutrino mass limits at 90%
C.L.
Isotope Qββ [MeV] T 0ν1/2
〈
mββ
〉
[eV] Reference
136Xe 2.458 > 1.07 × 1026 < 0.060 - 0.161 This research
76Ge 2.039 > 8.0 × 1025 < 0.12 - 0.26 [36]
130Te 2.527 > 1.5 × 1025 < 0.11 - 0.52 [37]
100Mo 3.0354 > 1.1 × 1024 < 0.33 - 0.62 [27]
116Cd 2.814 > 1.0 × 1023 < 1.4 - 2.5 [28]
82Se 2.995 > 2.5 × 1023 < 1.2 - 3.0 [25]
150Nd 3.371 > 2.0 × 1022 < 1.6 - 5.3 [31]
48Ca 4.272 > 5.8 × 1022 < 3.5 - 22 [59]
96Zr 3.350 > 9.2 × 1021 < 7.2 - 19.4 [60]
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8.3 Prospects
8.3.1 Next Phase of KamLAND-Zen
KamLAND-Zen 800
Effective Majorana neutrino mass obtained this research (Eq. 8.2) is reaching to Inverted Hi-
erarchy (IH) region. To verify Majorana property in IH, next phase experiment "KamLAND-
Zen 800" has started since January 2019. KamLAND-Zen 800 uses 745 kg of Xe gas in a
new larger and cleaner IB summarized in the table below.
• Amount of Xenon gas
– KamLAND-Zen Phase-I : 320 kg
– KamLAND-Zen Phase-II : 383 kg
– KamLAND-Zen 800 : 745 kg [61]
• Size of IB
– KamLAND-Zen : R = 154 cm
– KamLAND-Zen 800 : R = 192 cm [62]
• Radioactive contaminations in IB [62]
– KamLAND-Zen Phase-I :
* (238U) 14 ± 1 × 10−12 g/gfilm
* (232Th) 79 ± 3 × 10−12 g/gfilm
– KamLAND-Zen Phase-II :
* (238U) 46.1 ± 4 × 10−12 g/gfilm
* (232Th) 336 ± 2 × 10−12 g/gfilm
– KamLAND-Zen 800 :
* (238U) 2 × 10−12 g/gfilm
* (232Th) 10 × 10−12 g/gfilm
The sensitivity of 0νββ decay half-life and effective Majorana neutrino mass are origi-
nally estimated to be
T 0ν1/2 > 1.95×1026 yr (90% C.L.), (8.3)〈
mββ
〉
< 45−122 meV (90% C.L.), (8.4)
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assuming 5 years in analysis using low background volume (R<160 cm and Z>-150 cm)
[61]. The neural networks method is not used in this estimation. By applying the neural
networks method, the sensitivity of 0νββ decay half-life and effective Majorana neutrino
mass are well improved to be
T 0ν1/2 > 2.41×1026 yr (90% C.L.), (8.5)〈
mββ
〉
< 41−110 meV (90% C.L.) (8.6)
The sensitivity of KamLAND-Zen 800 is getting into the IH region. KamLAND-Zen 800
has ability to verify Majorana property of neutrinos in IH region (Fig. 8.1). The neutrino
mass hierarchy has not been unraveled yet. KamLAND-Zen 800 has a potential to solve the
neutrino mass hierarchy puzzle.
Fig. 8.1 Effective Majorana neutrino mass
〈
mββ
〉
as a function of the lightest neutrino
mass mlightest [21]. The dark shaded regions are the predictions based on best-fit values of
neutrino oscillation parameters for the normal hierarchy (NH) and the inverted hierarchy (IH).
The light shaded regions indicate the 3σ ranges calculated from the oscillation parameter
uncertainties. The black arrow range is 90% C.L. limit of
〈
mββ
〉
obtained in this research.
The red arrow range is 90% C.L. limit of
〈
mββ
〉
expected by the observation for 5 years in
KamLAND-Zen 800 applying neural networks method.
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KamLAND2-Zen
In the future, KamLAND2-Zen is planned, which uses the major upgraded detector. KamLAND2-
Zen aims to achieve verification in the IH region. In this phase, reduction of 2νββ decay,
which is the final background event, is essential. 2νββ background events can only be
reduced by improving energy resolution. Therefore, improvement of energy resolution is
realized by upgrading the KamLAND detector, and increasing the detected light quantity
to five times that of the KamLAND. This is expected to achieve verification of
〈
mββ
〉∼ 20
meV in five year observation using 1,000 kg of Xe [63]. That is realized by the following
technology.
Liquid scintillator with large light emission
Liquid scintillator using Linear Alkyl Benzene (LAB) as a solvent, are under development
as the candidate. LAB has high luminescence and high transparency. LAB provides ∼1.5
times the light quantity of the current KamLAND liquid scintillator [64].
Focusing mirror
The coverage of the KamLAND detector by the PMT photocathode is ∼34%. By
attaching the light focusing mirror to the PMT, the substantial photocathode coverage is
improved. The Winston-cone shaped mirror with aluminum deposited on the PET plate is the
candidate. This mirror is expected to improve the light collection efficiency by ∼1.8 times
[65].
PMT with high quantum efficiency
At present, the quantum efficiency, which is the conversion efficiency of photons incident
on the photoelectric surface into photoelectrons, is 21% for the 17" PMT at light of 380
nm wavelength. By using PMT having high quantum efficiency, the detected light quantity
is increased. Hamamatsu Photonics 20" HQE-PMT, which has ∼1.5 times the quantum
efficiency of current PMT, is the candidate. With the benefit of the increase in photoelectric
surface, it is expected that the detected light quantity increases ∼1.9 times [66].
In KamLAND2-Zen, the value of the experiment gets be lower if there are background
events other than 2νββ . About the 214Bi background events from IB film, by introducing a
balloon having a light emitting property, the α-ray detection efficiency is improved, and the
Bi-Po sequential tagging efficiency is improved [67]. And the reduction of the 10C event is
realized by using the new front-end electronics and the new PMT bleeder circuit. The details
are as follows.
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New front-end electronics with the on-board local trigger function
Currently, detection of neutron events is difficult due to the effect of high rate after-pulse.
This is because, since the trigger is generated based on the hit information of all PMTs, the
number of hits for a long time as 120 ns is added, and the hit information of the neutron
event is relatively small. In order to improve this situation, the high performance FPGA
is implemented on the new front-end electronics, and "on-board local trigger" generation
is realized [68]. Positionally close PMT signals are processed on one board, and on-board
local trigger is generated by using hit information in 20 ns. This method suppress after-pulse
pseudo-hits in generating trigger, and it enables highly accurate neutron event detection.
New front-end electronics with digital processing of overshoot signal
Immediately after a large light amount event such as cosmic-muon, the signal base line
shifts in the positive direction due to the charge/discharge effect of the capacitor in the PMT
bleeder circuit, and the hit of neutron event does not exceed the discriminator threshold.
Currently, the electronic circuit (BLR) stabilizes the baseline, however that is noise source.
Therefore, the new front-end electronics implements digital differentiation of signals by
implementing a high performance FPGA capable of complex digital processing [68]. The
digital differentiation function makes it possible to detect hit signals during overshoot.
PMT bleeder circuit with overshoot suppression
The magnitude of the overshoot depends on the energy of the cosmic-muon. High energy
muons make overshoots out of the ADC range. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce magnitude
of the overshoot by improving the PMT bleeder circuit. Currently, the capacitance of the
capacitor (C6 and C7 in Fig. 3.4) causing the overshoot is 4,700 pF. In the new bleeder
circuit, the capacitance is increased by 20 times to suppress the magnitude of overshoot to
1/20 [68].
With the above development, the reduction efficiency of 10C background event is esti-
mated to be improved to 98.87% [66]. By applying the neural networks method to this, the
reduction efficiency reaches more than 99%. From this, the neural networks method becomes
an essential technology to realize high sensitivity verification in KamLAND2-Zen.
Furthermore, the neural networks method also provides additional benefits. If a peak is
found in the 0νββ signal region with KamLAND2-Zen, the complete verification is required
to determine the 0νββ decay discovery. There is a 60Co decay (2.5057 MeV) as an event
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that produces a spectrum almost identical to the 0νββ decay (2.2458 MeV) spectrum. It is
extremely difficult to distinguish them by the difference in energy spectrum. However, since
60Co decay is a γ-event, about 50% of 60Co decay can be identified with the neural networks
method. Therefore, this research has brought about extremely important techniques for the
KamLAND-Zen experiment, and its benefits are really provided in KamLAND2-Zen.
8.3.2 Improvement of Background Reduction Efficiency
As shown in Fig. 6.18, the neural networks developed in this research can classify events
based on the width of the waveform. Since the scintillation waveform is blunted by the
absorption re-emission effect and the scattering effect, pulse shape discrimination of different
types of particles becomes difficult. Newly developed liquid scintillator could help the pulse
shape discrimination and improve the 10C background reduction efficiency. However, this
method is not realistic because it requires extremely difficult liquid scintillator development
and major update of KamLAND detector.
One the other hand, it is feasible to develop new neural networks method. From Fig. 6.10,
topological differences in hit patterns are certainly present in PMT diamonds. Convolution
neural networks (CNNs) have a potential to distinguish such a difference. However it was
found in this research that applying the current CNNs to spherical shape is difficult because it
requires advanced techniques. Spherical CNNs have been actively researched in recent years,
and it has begun to show high performance [69][70]. An advanced development of CNNs to
spherical shape is definitely necessary for KamLAND-Zen 800 for the further background
reduction.
In this research, 10C and 214Bi background from the IB film were reduced by applying the
neural network method. The fit result indicates that 2νββ events share ∼60% of background
in 0νββ energy region. If the background event reduction efficiency of the γ-ray type is
improved by the development of spherical CNNs, the next background will be 2νββ events
smearing into 0νββ energy region because 2νββ events can be discriminated from 0νββ
events only with the energy information. KamLAND2-Zen is becoming more important.
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